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FOREWORD

Tinl% uork %aa pertormicd by the Contruction Engineering Reearch Laboratory
- (Cu-RL) fIor the Directorate o" Military Construction. Office of the Chief of Engineers

(OCE). under Project 4DM728012AOK 1. Engineering Criteria fir Design and Con-
,truction." Task G2. -Application% Engineering." Work Unit 101. "Life Expectancy
1' Facilitie,." The applicable requirement code is QCR L.01.005. Mr. Frauik Beck is

the OCEI Technical Monitor.

'The stud, ast% conducted under the general supervision o•" Dr. E.. L. Murphree.
('hief. Facilities Operations and Maintenati,'e [)i ision. COL. M. 1. Remus is Conl-
:inander and Director of C-RL and Dr. L. l. Shaffer is DLputy Director.
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ESTIMATING THE LIFE EXPECTANCY
OF FACILITIES

gation is principally concerned with forecasting the
economic life of a facility. Other CERL studies arc

, INTRODUCTION concerned with investigating the functional life of a
facility.

Objective Background

The objective of this investigation is to provide the The U.S. Army maintains buildings worth ap-
facility engineer with a simple and reasonably accur- proximately $I billion. Roughly $387 million was
ate procedure for estimating the life expectancy of expended during Fiscal Year 1972 to maintain this
new and existing facilities. 858 million sq ft 4 Despite this high funding level,

the Backlog of Essential Maintenance and Repair
Definition of Life Expectancy (BEMAR) has increased substantially. In 1967 the

total BEMAR was $84 million: by 1972 it had in-
Several criteria may be used to define the lifte creased to $253 million.s The efficient allocation of

expectancy of facilities (LEF). this large amount of funds is a necessity since main-
ttnance requirements are never fully funded. The

PhkicalLife effective use of maintenance funds requires the
replacement of buildings that have exceeded their

This is the time period after which a facility can no economic life-spans
longer perform its function because increasing
physical deterioration has rendered it useless.' If Current procedures for p.-edicting building
there are no cost constraints, maintenance and life-spans can be classified as ext emely rough esti-
repair activities can indefinitely extend the physical mates. One estimation technique is based on the
life of a facility. type of construction (temporary. 0-5 yr: semi-

permanent 5-25 yr; and permanent. over 25 yr).6
FunctionalLife Other methods require estimation of the life-span of

the building from tables of expected lives of build-
This hs the length of time until the need for the ings or from charts showing life-spans of building

facility no longer exists or until the facility cannot components of various material types.? Field person-
effectively fulfill its original function. 2 The physical nel normally use one of these techniques or an edu-
life of a facility often exceeds its functional life by cated guess to estimate the expected life of a build-
many )ears. ing. The field-developed LEF figure is then recorded

in the Building Information Schedule (BIS-DA
Economic Life Form 2368-R). which is used to predict future build-

a ing requirements. Thus. an improvement in LEF
[ Economic life is exhausted v.hen a financiz, evalu- estimating procedures can produce an improvement

ation indicates that replacement is ,,ivam ,•vnomical in the master planning process.
than retention. 3 With most facilities physical life
exceeds economic life. Both the initial cost and the maintenance costs

incurred over the life-span of a building are included
Since the physical life of a faci!"y normally ex- in an analysis of total life cycle cost (LCC). In an

ceeds both functional and economic life. the actual
life-span of the building is normally limited by
functional or economic considerations. This iniesti- 'Facil,•tes . noverring Annual Summary of Operations Fiscal

Y'ear 1972 IWvpartment of the Army IDA1). pp 4-5.
$Fadlitirs Enginrering Annual Summarn of Oprations Fiscal

'Jefficy G. Ki'by. Life Expr'roancy of Faciities. Preliminary Year 1972. p 27.
Report A-14!AD76009 (Construction Engineering Research $Engineeaing Economic Studies Life C'yce Costing Insermctions
Laboratory ICERLI. 1973). p I. IDA. 1972). p 9.

'Kirby. idle -Epectncy of Facilities. p 1. 'lnstructions ltrPrrparation lf'DA Forms 3640 and ,41 IDA.
'Kirby, LifeExpectancyofFacifities. p!. I ,e). p 15.
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LCC analysis. future expenditures are considered materials can be compared. The materials that pro-
more desirable than present expenditures, since they duce the minimum LCC would be the most economi-
allow the present use of funds and produce either cal. Obviously. an improvement in the life expect-
interest paymr'ts for an individual or a social return ancy Lstimat.s of materials will result in increased
for the gover.,ment. A common method of compar- accuracy of LCC calculations.
irg costs incurred at different times is through
present worth conversions. All couis are compared at Odghnal LEF Model
the same peint in time by discounting them to their
present value, as expressed in Eq I: An accurate determ.ination of the economic life of

buildings requires substantial information on main-

x =) tenance frequencies and expenditures for building
S(I + i)n materials. This data must be used in an iterative

solution to Eq 3 to determine the optimum time (the
where a-Vn = present worth of expenditure x at the time at which cost is a minimum) to replace the

end of year n building. The goal of this study has been to develop a
i - interest rate. shortcut procedure by which the facility engineer can

effectively evaluate the life expectancies of the
The LCC of a building ;4 expressed by Eq 2: hundreds of permanent buildings on an installation

without having to apply Eq 3. The LEF is the point
~in time when the facility should either be replaced or

SPVn ==C +j I1 i (O + Mj)l- - Sn (Eq 2)
11 0 ( 2)1 extensively modernized. A review of the estimating

procedure initially presented in a previous reportP is
where PVn - present value of cost associated with a outlined below.

buiiding over a time period n
C ,, initil cost A life expectancy estimate based on economic con.

S= operating expense n yr J siderations reouires a forecast of the anticipated
J maintenance expense in yrj maintenance costs. in this report ma;ntenance costs

Sn - salvage value in r, yr include routine operations expected to occur yearly
i - discount rate and less frequent periodic replacements. As a build-
n - expected remaining life of the build- ing ages. its routine maintenance costs can be

ing (in yr). expected to increase. Economic justification for

replacement of a building normally occurs when
To determine life expectancy of the building. the routine maintenance costs are substantially higher

period of time during which the facility will be re- than those required for a new building. and several
quired. m. is established (mi can be greater than n). major components of the building need replacement
The total cost of keeping the original building k yr (of will need replacement shortly). The replacement
and its replacement in minus k yr is then calculated. costs of major components are substantially high"er
The value of k. for which the total cost over time than routine maintenance costs. Thus. the major
period in is minimum, is the building's life expect- factor that justifies replacement of a building is the
ancy n. as expressed in Eq 3: necessity of the replacement of majoc building

n min PVI+ PVR•) cEq 3) omponents.

k The replacement costs of building components
vary. When a building component with a small

where I - initial structure replacement cost deteriorates, it is replaced without
R - replacement structure, considering the alternative of replacing the entire

building. However. when one or more of the .mtajor
The LCC analysis of a building can be used to components needs replacement, the feasibility o"

determine the most economical choice of construc-
tion materials either initially or during replacement. _

Over a fixed period of time. the LCC of building 'Kirby. LiteExprancy'ot tFdcifitirs. Preliminafy Rep rt A-14/

AD7~0419 I(CERL. 197.1). pp 4-7.
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Oither rcplacng tht: entire building or p.i t-tuiing vn TI
citten%ile nxoerni/ation %hould be determined. Iwor~lboh ofIOW S-FloporIg%

Iechniqut% tor es~timating replacement co%t% of tgsi~rqd4Ii di IMdel

buiilding conlponeflt are not readily available: him-.1
ever, data tin average initial in-place cmist of build- I?

ing comlponent% ito acctotible. A reasonable assump- lip;.rS iS
tion i% that initial cost% and replacement cotvst are IPti~itP

related: i.e.. building components with high initial SPIiid ~n
VIMts tend io have high replacement cc-ts. 12gi' ~ ~ t. I

Th Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory iNCEL) -'

examined the initial cost distribution of a sample of ilk bullii! ii* ~5 buildings selected rrom the 15 construction
category codes with the largest planned new con- b. Expected remsining lives of building conipo-
struction during the Fiscal Year 1971-75 Military nent% can he estimated with reasonable ac-
Construction (MILCON) budget.' The number of curacv.
building% selected from each category code was c. Building comlponents sith small replacementi
approximately propcwtional to the amount budgeted costs have no effect in determ.ining when a
hir that category code. Construction cost informa- building should be replaced.
tion oin the sample buildings was obtained from d.- Replacement c.osts of building components are
Naval Facilities Engineering Command INAVFAC) proportional to their initial costs.
Fiwm H3. "Schedule of Prices.- The costs were c. The relative distribution of initial cost% of
divided hito IT, standard building components." building coimponents remains comntft over
Aseragc percent costs were calcelated for each com- time.
ponent along with 95 percent confidence intervals f. The effect that a building component ha% in
(assuming normal distributions). Analysis of the deter. ining when a building should be re-
confidence intervals indicated that the distributbon placed increases linearly wiith the cost to re-
t.4 initial in-place costs of building components was place that complonenit.
independent of category code. 'isted in Table I are
the wample average percent costs of those compo- Ltsing the adjusted weights listed in Table 1. the
nients that amount to 6.0 percent or more of the in- LEF model* is expressed by Eq 4:
place cost of the building.

EL = .250M + .225F + .156E + . 39S
A life !%xpmtancv estimation model was developed

that use! the concept of a weighted average. The + .i25W + .10P lEq 4)
* applicatitin of the technique requires that the esii-

ma~ted P-ma~ning lives of the sit principal compo- A here Et. = cxpccled remaining life of the building
nent-s listed in Table I be weighted in proportion to M = expected remaining lire of the compo-
their relative initial costs. The sum of these weighted nent Mechanical
lili:.spans is the LEF estimate. Effective application F = expected remaining life of the comnpt-
of the approach is based on the following assump- nent Foundatiton
tion%: E expected remaining life of the compoi-

a. Expected remaining lives and replacement nent Electrical
cos1s of buildirng components are the only vari- S =expeced remaining life of the compo-
ables which significantly affect the expected nent Structural Frame
remaining life of a building. W e xpectred remaining life of the compo-

nent Ex~teior Wall%
'iA.'wuh. ifrCw~ Ceua~of ~tw ~a~iiA- ~a~t ~P = expected remaining life of the cornpo.-j I si timv1ii Latoorontm). 1972). Appeicildi A. Fim -rent Plumbing.

"Illorftamop Vbs.exh it- Cemuwrufiti Spstwilkitimtr..Dt Ff
pd (~i tmw~mg(Auerwn ttitac f Atufd~.t'Ih)*A newmiopoaph and coviputcer pnWoram ser Amp deochspd.
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conditkions. Condition Cl indicates that the compo- components: Mechanical. Foundation. Electrical.
nent is in good condition and requires only minor. Structural Frame. Exterior Walls. and Plumbing.
routine maintenance. Condition C2 indicates that Info~rmationi is available from local Real Property
the: cotimptwent neceds major ma;ntenvncC and re- card% it'A Form 2877).
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h. Iiispict tile biiiI1dinl and( assiiln tile approliri. Ilic 11ppkul limiti lto 1 I .iitine for w t Auc Me litiiial
afte eoid,,. :1 rating~ to each of, tile %i\ componenlt%. COI)upwen . %1Ih" tile reCsuInIIIg Iiumiic t22 r0 is

c. I e et ii inc the ex pect ed renu iiiinglt ifi: of each MIecha nicleI coipml emI C l (I) %1-. 22 is stlectwd 4o lie

colilln pi lt fronti It ile fo Wllowig eq hafi oi. 111111l )ip ic( h tile I he iglitiilg I .ior44. I lic ':\I)tCctc led

T= M~a x (UJ - AX.1.) (1.q .5) hlls11 aire sinlikail colliplited. *lh-.se six %;Ili~c Zale
Illien stinuitned to Nicld(Ilte e\peedte~l eiiailiniii life oft

'here 'I exece remaining litle ol tile :onipo4 til buildng

newt

U tiupper limit ol* tile ranige (it %amues of'ex- Testing IFS Revised Model
peeted renmaining usecs for the appropri-
atie material typie ol'the compotnent in thie F igithit bilding,, at Foil tl% "cs ru* %elected to test
givenl cond ilioll rat i ng Il( he %I r esised LFF 114( Ioe. 1 lie building1 s " e te

L Itlmser limit of' the ranige of' \-aluies of ex- wick tell to tepreseni a% " ide at %.riets ot conifi)oricnii
pected remaining live% for thle appropri- as possiblet \\ itlhin a smatll -s.t mlple. Thle bujldl gs are
atie material type of the component in thle described in I able -

given condition rating
A =number of years the colmponenIt hla% been Tlhe expect~tedI remnaining lis es lredilete 1-. d ie

in its lprewnit cond~ition rating. %ecotld version ofltIle LEF model clostl) correspond
to the 131S est imattes at F~ort Mlis. In %i:. oft he eight

All values are exp~ressed in yeats. It' A is unktios' n buildings iilsptetied. thle dlifferencee bets' en I..e mso
L atin( the component Ilas been giveni a Cl rating. A is estimaltes "M as 5s ror less. For oiilt building. thle 11EV

assurned to he the age of' the butilding. If A is utn- model*%l estimate of' the remaining life \wasI 18Yr
known and the component has been assigned a Q' longer. than it le 131S est inlate. A port ion ofdil dfitlter-
rating. A is as~sumed to be zero. A C3 rating alssays etlee can be identified since the building, %\,as res' ired
results in an expected remiaining~ lik of zero sears. 8 ý r ago and thi-s informnalioni Nsas noted( in thle CH? 1.

model. For thle ot her building. tile LIEF modekcl\eti.
d. Substitute the values calculated in FEq 5 for the malte of t lit remainling lic "as 19 \. shorter than tilie

appropriate variables in Eq 4 and solve lot the ex- HIS estimate. *fhis diserepanco %%.Is attributted to t(ij

pected remaining lifl of the building. taetors. F~irst. at change ;Ii building list: might have
aeeelcra ted hie ,--tic ot (let erh rafo (ii i t the bu ild11ing

Tfhe above procedure is illus~trated in Table 0 foir a comlponlents. The bit ilding \\.as originiall d ~(esigned .is
lictitious butilding that is 32 s\ i old. The component at po~st esehanltt. ittoltatiing a barber slap) andI a
Mechanical has% been in it% presenit condlitioni. Cl. for lauindereite. Il icItilintliu is inStu sem asd at itaern buti
the past 8 yr. I n this c:ise. 8 is stithtract ed from 30). lit) mla jor alt erat1411ol ae. 111 )a ii ted It% tCheanige ill list:.

Tatbte 6

1 %ii.tut~ he I- %pcuI-u Remnaining~ tIl Hei .ta Building

MuAIkriat I~ r%. in IE~pected Life
component Tspe Condition Conitiion Remainingi Weighi Contrib~ution

Sirtie Frame~ Steel 6. C2 . .225 4 21;
I' ettsrigat li t tu ring L k141 W. ii ( 2 1341 II 1 t).

1-4441nat~iiini Concete .12 CI 13 I t 3'

I \ W~itt% Brtif k 1 125 ; o
I'tliflhit'it Copper tinkno1%iu Cl 1 i 4 4ý15

*1 qxxt'(c4 romoo l4~i44l(tic i\ 21 %1i
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T"k7

Segpe Bdt.h at Fee Nes.

,is. C@aw" AM Yewr Estt§s Ree
No. cab (sq ft) Bulk Fuaduasi Welts Sufase

762 17120 14.218 1939 Concrete Adobe Composition
2529 21410 13.200 1949 Con.-rete SFASB* Asbestos
2527 44220 65,935 1963 Concrete RCFMU* Composition
2010 61050 1,607 1906 Rock Rock Composition
2020 61050 763 1919 Concrete Rock ASB$S*

500 72111 59,327 1934 concrete HTS Spanish Tile
223 72410 3.390 1893 Rock Brick Asphalt

2406 74050 4,035 1956 Concrete Mascnry Composition

*Abbrevimions: ASBSH: asbestos shiogles; HTS: hollow-tile stuccoed; RCFMU: reinforced con-
crete frame and masonry units; SFASB: steel frame asbestos.

Second, the heating system was poorly designed. The came necessary to adjust the LEF building compo-
beaters are virtually inaccessible in an attic room too nents to be compatible with IFS building compo-

small for a repairman. To perform maintenance on nents (listed in Table 8). The IFS component Struc-
the heaters, a man must stand on a ladder outside ture includes the three LEF components-Founda-
the building. Although the heaters may have been in tion, Structural Frame, and Exterior Wall-lus
excellent condition, their inaccessibility ro-silted in a other minor subconponents. The IFS inspector gives
C2 rating which reduced the model life expectancy one rating 2o the component structure; he does not
estimate. rate each sub,!amponeni. Compatibility requires

that the three LEF components of Foundation.
The implication of the field test at Fort Bliss is Sructural Frame, and Exterior Walls be combined

that its local BIS seems to agree remarkably well into one component-Structure. Application of the
with those values derived from the CERL model. LEF model is simplified since there is a reduction of
One reason may be that since Fort Bliss has had the number of independent variables from six to
experience with evaluating building components, its four.
LEF estimates based on principal building materials
may have taken into account the existiag pbysical
condition of the building components. nFS F•ft C.giwtmw

Coapoe Numb" Cawememntl%

3 REVISION OF MODEL 01 Roofing
02 Structure

During the first two field applications of the LEF 03 FloorCovering
04 Exterior Paintingmodel it became apparent that it would be extremely 05 lnterior Painting

difficult to obtain one accurate approach to LEF 06 Heating

,stimation that would be applicable for all facility 07 Air Conditioning

types. In view of this discowery, the initial formula- 06 Plumbing
tiot of the model was reviewed. Four areas were re- 09
examined: component selection, component lives, 10 Equipment

I Utility Plant Equipnmet
relative component costs, and applicability of the 12 Sysms
model to a variety of building types. 13 Pavements

14 Trackage
is Ties
16 Drainage

. $ectlons 17 Appurtenances
18 Ground Coner

Since practical considerations require that IFS 19 Forest Lmad
condition ratings be used in the LEF model, it be- 20 Fish and Wildifef Habitats

13
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The IFS inspectors give separate condition ratings cent costs of thz various building components are
to the Heating and the Air Conditioning compo- supplied by building cuntractors throughout the
nents. In the LEF model. these two components were continental United States (CONUS). These costs
considered as both being in the component were col;ected for a sample of 103 buildings to check
Mechanical. An analysis of the initial cost distribu- the previously examined cost distributions obtained
tion of building components indicated that air con- from NCEL.12

ditioning would not be a significant component (that
is. amount to 6 percent or more of the initial cost of The average percent costs of components obtained
the building). A high percentage of buildings have from the NCEL data, using IFS classification, were
no air conditioning, while in other buildings the air compared with the costs obtained from the ENR
cc-iditioning is considered part of the IFS compo- data. A visual comparison of the average percent
nent Heating. It was determined that the best pro- costs indicated that the two data sources did not
cedure would be to leave the LEF component seem to exhibit any significant differences (Table
Mechanical unchanged (including both air condi- 10). Since the NCFL report supplied only the aver-
tioning and heating). The IFS condition rating for age costs, statistical comparisons were difficult;
the component Heating would apply to the LEF however, reasonable assumptions could be made.
component Mechanical. The first step in performing statistical analyses is to

determine distribution of the data. Evidence sug-
Component Life-Spans gests that the percent costs should be normally dis-

tributed. This premise was tested graphically and
Appendix C presents a table of estimated lives for analytically.

building components of various material types.
Where the year of estimate is 1973. the estimated life TaM. IS
is an opinion expressed by the appropriate IFS C p I Id uIgfCuCapemscatCCmb

inspector at Fort Bliss. The other estimates are from etiý M md ENData
data or opinions expressed in 19 of the publications w NMI% C NRCt 010wom M
listed under Uncited References at the end of this
report. An examination of the data in Appendix C Structure 27.8 29.62 -1.8
and the information in Table S combines to give the Mechanical 14.2 12.55 1.6
information preserted in Table 9. Electrical 8.9 10.56 -1.7

Plumbing 6.0 5.18 0.8

Table 9 56.4) 57.91

Rm ofEp e RamliabUviofCampe In performing a statistical comparison of two
Expeted Renamleg U • (Yr) averages. the distribution of the populations must be

c t MtWTp In C In C2 In C3 either known or assumed. The normal distribution is
one that fits many physical phenomena. To test the

Structure Wood or shingle applicability of this distribution, it was assumed that
exterior walls 20-6 5-1 0 the distribution of initial costs of each component

Other exterior walls 75-26 25-I 0 was normal and independent of building type. The
Mec0rnical All types 2M0 5. 0 normality assumption could not be directly checkedPlumbing GAlltized iron on the NCEL data since only the average costs of

pipes 50-6 5-1 0
Other pipes 75-6 5-1 0

u"Quarterly Cost Roundup.- ?_nginterinl News-Record
*According to numerous sources the electrical and mechanical (McGraw-Hill). Vol 177. No. 24 (1966). pp 129-130; Vol 178. No.
components. although not worn out. would be functionally tobso- 12 (1967). pp 128-131; Vol 180. No. 25 (1%8), pp 138-140: Vol
lete at the end of 20 years. 181. No. 25 (1968). pp 111-112: Vol 182. No. 12 (1969). pp

100-101: Vol 182. No. 25 (1969). p 120: Vol 183. No. 12 (1M9).
Relative Component Costs pp 148-149: Vol 184. No. 12 (1970). p 96; Vol 185. No. 12 (1970).

p 137: Vol 185. No. 25 (1970). p 58: Vol 186. No. 24 (1971). pp
130-131: Vol 187. No. 12 (1971). pp 132-133; Vol 187. No. 25

Every 3 months, Engineering News-Record (ENR) ,1971). p 73: Vol 188. No. 12 (1972). pp 65-66: Vol 188. No. 25
publishes cost data on buildings. The relative per- (1972). p 126: and Vol 189. No. 12 (1972). pp 132-133.
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each component were provided. not the actual data. The first step to check the feasibility of decreasing
However, NCEL did use the normal distribution to the number of building categories was to compare
calculate confidence intervals, the variances of each of the category distributions for

each of the four components. Ratios of the variances
Plots of the cumulative distribution functions for of each pair of building categories (F ratios) were

the ENR cost data on the components Structure. computed for each of the four components (a total of
Mechanical. Electrical, and Plumbing were made on 60 comparisons). At a 95 percent level of signifi-
normal probability paper. A straight line obtained cance, seven comparisons were rejected. This is suf-
on this type of paper indicates a normal distribution. ficient to reject the hypothesis that the variances are
The resulting plots were very close to straight Ines equal.
for the components Structure and Electrical. How-
ever. the data points for Mechanical and Plumbing The observation of unequal variances requires the
did not approximate strai&ht lines. In pai •cular. the use of t tests to compare the average component
curve of plumbing costs appeared to t - a graph of cosw. between building categories. At a 95 percent
two normal distributions. level of significance, the hypothesis of equal average

pemcent costs was not rejected 'or any of the four
To analytically check for possible deviations from components in comparing offices with factories.

normal distributions. Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit factories with others, and offices with others. These
Tests* were performed using a 95 percent level of results indicate that there are no significant differ-
significance. This level relates to a 5 percent chance ences in the cost distributions of these three building
of concluding that the distribution is abnormal when types. For this reason, they were combined into one
it is. in fact, vrormal. At the 95 perent level of building category (Others).
significance. the hypothesis of a normal distribution
of costs was rejected only for the component Storage was found to be a separate category since
Plumbing. there were many significant cost differences between

it and the other building categories. The hypotheses
Diffetree Duo to Bulbdig Type of equal averages for the percent cost of the compo-

nent Structure were rejected for comparisons
One reason that the original assumption used to between storage and offices, storage and medical.

test the appiicabif.ty of the normal cost distributions storage and housing. and storage and the original
was found to be unjustified might be that the build- category Others. For the Mechanical component,
ing type had a significant effect on costs of building the hypotheses of equal averages were rejected for
components. Thus. if building F4C was in fact a comparisons between storage and offices, storage
significant variable, it might still be possible that and medical, storage and the original category
component cost distributions are normal for certain Others. For the component Plumbing, the average
building F4C's. To examine these revised hypothe- costs of storage and medical and of storage and
ses, the ENR sample buildings were divided into six housing differed significantly.
categories: offices, factories, storage, medical.
housing, and others. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Good. The categories Medical and Housing differed only
ness-of-Fit Tests** were performed to test the slightly in the average distribution of costs for each
normality of the distributions of each of the four component. The only hypothesis of equal averages
components in each of the six building categories. At rejected at a 95 percent level of significance between
the 95 percent level of significance. the hypotheses of these two building types was the component Me-
normai cost distributions were accepted for all 24 of chanical. and that hypothesis was very close to being
the distributions. Thus, the assumption of normal accepted. The hypothesis of equal averages for the
distribution gcverning the percent costs of the com- component Mechanical would have been accepted at
ponents was shown to be valid for each of the six a 98 percent level of significance. Since simplicity of
building categories. application of a proposed LEF model would require

a minimum number of building categories and th?
*Appeudiz D explains the statistica anslym used. component Mechanical was close to being accepted.

**Th- tet %coc m qut %inct . th catcgorics Wad it was assumed that the distribution of mechanical
%mall sample %irem. cost wai equal for medical and housing.
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit Tests were For Others:
performed on the newly formed composite building
categories of Medical and Housing, and Others. All EL = .500S + .233M +. 188E + .079P (Eq 8)
four of the building components were found to have
normal cost distributions in both building c.ate- where EL = expected remaining life of the building
gories. S = expected remaining life of the compo-

nent Structure
Tests for equal average component costs between M - expected remaining life of the compo-

the three building categories were performed. In all nent Mechanical
ca~es the hypotheses of equal average costs were E - expected remaining life of the compo-
rejected. Calculations indicated that a further reduc- nent Electrical
tion of the number of building categories could ,sot P = expected remaining life of the compo-
be made. nent Plumbing.

Classification of Buildings All value are expressed in years.

The Army has a facility classification scheme TAlbl3
based on building use. Each facility is assigned a
5-digit code. the F4C.13 Appendix E contains the I diou d e-Jm Gd SftSmF aeed
assignment of each F4C to one of the three CERL
building categories, Storage. Medical and Housing. a % Too 406t l om
and Others. Each 4C was examined to determine
which building category its cost distributions most Structure. 42.04 73.9
nearly resembled. Some of the CERL classifications Mchanital 3.25 S.7

were contrary to FRC designation. For example. Flct'incal 9.18 16.2

greenhouses were grouped under storage. since it is 2.40 41

felt that they have low percent costs for the compo- 56.87 100.0
nents Mechanical. Electrical. and Plumbing. and
high percent cost5 for Stracture. Cold storage facili-
ties are expected to have much higher percent costs Ti 12
for Mechankcal and lower percent costs for Structurc D•iffiumal hWhi-FhmG"
than the facilities normally grouped under Storage. ON/-, lWN * asesm
"For this reason, cold storage facilities are included in CMWOIN
the CERL category Others. C.."imI % TOtal C*r A4ued w 190%

Derivation of ReVIs'3 LEF Models Str-,t.r" 28.11 51.2
Mtd'ha n c'al 9.59 17.5
Fk-crical 9.17 16.7

Using the same weighted average procedure as I'lon-hing 8.01 14.6
was used to determine the original model. compo-
nent costs were adjusted to 100 percent (Tables 1I. 54.88 100.0
12. and 13). and an equation was developed for each
of the three building categories (Eq 6. 7. and 8). Tabl 13

For Storage: 1Xbo" of eIg he-Pbw Coo oOdw Faellt

EL =.739S +.057M +.162E +.042P (Eq6) C % TuC.s A4b1Pd1eUtS

For Medical and Housing: Str,,t,,,,r- 29.25 50.0
MtP6b.hnwal 13.59 23.3

EL = .512S + .175M +. 167E + .146P (Eq 7) lk-, mical 10.99 18.8
Intinibing 4.63 7.9

"sDeparnment ol tke ArM" Fucilih" Classes and Construction
Cautnro. AR 415-28 IDA. 1973). pp 3-38. W8.46 1O00.
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In meeting the objective of establishing a simple a. lnspectiorn of the building to determine condi-
procedure for estimating the LEF. facilities were tion ratings of the components Structute.
combined into ts, -imallest possible number of Mechanical. Electrical. and Plumbing (in lieu
building groups. This philosophy produced an LEF of an inspection, an IFS file could be used).
model composed of only three equations. The inclu- b. Use of the condition ratings to estimate the
sion of other factors, although increasing the accur- expected remaining lives of the four compo-
acy of the model, would also have increased its com- nents (Eq 5).
plexity. c. Determination of the appropriate LEF equa-

tion (from Appendix E).
The distribution of initial costs of a building was d. Substitution of the values obtained in Eq 5 for

assumed to remain constant over time. Thus the pro- the appropriate variables determined in (cW and
posed model would be applicable to old as well %s solving for the expected remaining life of the
new buildings. building.

Geographical location does have some effect on Application cf the revised LEF moel is identical
the expected lives of building components. The to the procedure used in the initial version of the

* IFerWod of time a component remains in various con- model, except for the determination of which equa-
dition ratings (Table 9) was developed from a wide tion should be used. Table 14 illustrates application
range of information sources and therefore should of the LEF model on a fictitious building. This
represent an average value. These values should, general-purpose warehouse (F4C -44220) was as-J therefore, be applicable to a variety of geographical sumed to have br-n built in 1964. The buildicg has
locations. A periodic reapplication of the model brick exterior walls and copper pipes.
(e.g., every 20 yr) will correc the prior estimate for
variances in the environment on maintenance policy. Graphical Procedure

After some experience has been gained with the For quick application to the LEF prosmss on a
component condition code transition time frames, in limited num, er of buildings. a nomograph was
various climavs, specific transition estimates can be developed for t v+ of the three groupiap of facilities
developed for each geographical location. (Figures 1. 2. and 3). The procedure is identical for

ar three nomogralmis and involves the following sixI U9. ofMode 5;epi
a. Deterw;iing which graph is applicable from

Two techniques have been developed for use of. heOw A eA :ix E.
revised LEF models. b. Obtaining condition ratings of the components

Structure. Mechanical. Electrical. and Plumb-
A nalytical Procedure ing.

c. Using condition ratings to estimate expected
The use of the LEF model entails four basic steps: remaining lIves of the four components.

Tdh 14
' ~~Fird Veu4 dle1 IJhMod

C4damm YTO bAm ft 1*
Cm-mma - Cminbm 1 Wd. CA~MO

Sactumte C to 65 .739 4d.35
Methuakai C2 Unkuo" 5 .057 G.25
Ehcikcau C2 3 2 .162 0.324
Phmbilag C1 Uskaow 65 .042 2.730

51.3740

.i s 51 yr.
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Fig.. 1, Expected remaining life of storage facilities.
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FIgwr. 2. Expected remaining life of medical and housing facilities.
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d. Drawing a straight line: from the expected re- y'ears. Alter 34 years. the estimated remaining life is

maining fife of the component Electrical on the .30 years. If the exterior walls were extensively re-
i-:scale to the expe•.ed remaining life of the paired or replaced at this time. reapp~ication of tne
component Plumbing ,•n the P-scale. intersect- I EF model would increase the remaining life to over

mam.•glie o th component Meeharikal on
tpoint X on the K-scale. Ap0licabIlit ow Model aS Determined

inesctn h tsaeat point Y. by Inspect~ons
L Drw~n a traiht inefrom poio~t Y on the t-

scae o heexecedremaining life of the com- Inspections of buildings at FLW and at Fort Bliss
ponent Structure on the S-scale, intersecting have determined that there are some buildings for
the EL-sca'e at point Z. Z is the expected re. • hich the model is ambiguous. One example is a
maining life of the building. building which is composed of more than one

facility. Should the building be assigned one
The nomographs indicate maximum lives of 64 expected remaining life or should each facility be

y'ears for storage facilities. 58 years for medical and assigned an expected remaining life? At FLW. one
housing facilities, and 54 y'ears for o•.her facilities, building consisted ot facili'ies 2.348. 234g. A2347.
Teefigures arc the initial estimates and are not the and A2348. Facility A2348 was built in 1954.: the

absolute limits on the lives of the facilities. The esti- other,, were built in 1941. Facility 2349 ha.s wood
mates are based upon the assumption that none of exterior stalls: the others have concrete exterior
the major components is replaced. The replacement walls. Since different facilities have different exterior
of components cdearly extends the life of a facility •alls and diffe~rent ages. it gould be impos•sible to
and reapplication of the model at t+he replacement assign one expected remaining life to the building.

time would reflect this fact. Assume, for example. For consistency in application procedures, each
that a storoge facility is initially assigned a life of 64 fa~cility (though all are portions of one building) must

i ~19 +

C2 ,0-,* C2*.** *C.- * ' i
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be individually evaluated and the LEF determined condition until thWs date. These findings are pre-
for each one. sented in Table 15.

A second problem asea is those buildings that are Examination of the BIS for FLW showed that 49
missing one or more of the four components used in percent of the buildings were temporary, 6 percent
the model. For example, a warehouse may not have were semi-permanent. and 45 percent were
Plumbing or Mechanical components. LEF esti- permanent.1 s As of 31 December 1969. the average
mates for several buildings with missing components expected life of the existing temporary buildings was
were made by a simplified weighted average (only 31 yr; of the semi-permanent buildings, 26 yr; and of
those applicable components normalized to 100 per. the permanent buildings. 39 yr. Most of the tempor-
cent) and also by substituting a notional value for the ary buildings were constructed from 1941 to 1944
missing component (maximum expected life of and are still being used. The replacement dates of
component minus age of building-if negative sub- these buildings have been extended several times.
st.ute zero). In most cases the two approaches pro- The option to extend life was applied! to over 63 per.
duced LEF estimates within 3 yr of each ot..er. The cent of the buildings. The engineers at FLW tead to
results obtained f the notional approach for give conservative estimates of replacement dates and

* evaluating facilities with missing components were reserve the option to extend the dates-a policy that
considered accurate. A benefit of this finding was has created conservative BIS estimates of LEF.
that additional equations (for missing components)
did not have to be developed for each of the thre: The final version of the LEF model was reapplied
facility groupir.gs. to the buildings previously inspected at Fort Bliss.

For six of the eight buildings inspected, the LEF
The BIS estimates of the LEF at Fort Bliss are estimate of the remaining life was within 5 yr of the

S. significantly longer than the estimates of FLW. An BIS estimate. Figure 4 shows the results of applica-
examination of the BIS for Fort Bliss showed that 28 tion of the LEF model to one of these buildings. In
percent of the buildings were temporary. 10 percent one building, the LEF estimate of the remaining life
were semi-permanent. and 62 percent were perma- exceeded the BIS estimate by 12 yr. This bu.lding
nent.Y The average expected life of the temporary had a small BIS estimate of its remaining life.
buildings in existence at Fort Bliss (as of 31 March despite the fact that the Electrical component had
1970) was 32 yr; of the semi-permanent buildings. 36 recently been replaced. On the building which had
yr; and of the permanent buildings, 58 yr. Less than been converted from a PX to a tavern, the BIS esi-
2 percent of the buildings ate expected to be mate of the remaining life exceeded the LEF
extended beyond the replacement date listed in the estimate by 24 yr.
BIS. The Ft. Bliss engineers seem to make a serious
attemnpt to estimate the actual replacement date and The final version of the LEF model was applied to
most buildings are maintained in reasonably good the buildings previously inspected at FLW. plus an

"•DhdfimIhfor-iom SeWsk-Forn Rin. DA Form 236W-R nOWiIdM. l•n•fasdon Sch4Im -Fbn Lwn@Wr We" DA
(MA. 1970). pp 1-157. Form 2366-R (DA. 1969). pp 1-114.

TAW* Is
Dhbkm •dfb•h Typ dC.Ud mdC Omapmme trea~dljU,

Fret low rgt iam•WdOW "

Twp. I Pam iW. S-M 1w.

%TotalW 2dp. 28 10 62 49 E. 45
AverW EL 32 36 56 "31 if 39

vrwn. pamenent c bem ;1 np et date.

*Mxtythmi per 1 t eaeae bgyomd fepitemeat daft.
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Installation Name: Ft. Bliss. Texas Conclusions
Facilit. Number: 500

A more methodical procedure than is currently
:72111 used to estimate LEF is necessary if consistent esti-

Facihty Description: Enlisted Men's Barracks With- mates are to be obtained. Observations at two field
out Mess locations indicated that a wide discrepancy exists in

Comments on Facility: Hollow tile stuccoed exterior LEF estimation even if the same guidance is
walls, currently being used as followed. Both the FLW and Ft. Bliss master plan-
an administration building ning functions had recently revised the expected lives

Year Built: 1934 on their BIS by using OCE's principal material guid-

Date of Estimate: 25 March 1974 ance. Table 15 confirms the previously mentioned
observation that FLW is conservative in its LEF esti-
mation. Permanent construction at Ft. Bliss, on the

Estimated Remaining Life (LEF): 28 yr average, has a lsted expected life that is 49 percert

greater than that of FLW. Clearly. this is not caused
by any geographical influence but is due to different

Compmt Yeo C WCW' evaluation philosophies. One inconsistency wasName lww adme of campamm
Noted at FLW-the average expected life of semi-
permanent facilities in shorter than that of

Structure 1934 Ci
Mechanical 1934 Cl hot waterheater. boilerleak temporary facilities. Thus. an LEF evaluation pro-
Electrical 1973 a cedure that can provide an estimate that has mini-
Plumbing 1934 Cl mum personal bias is necessary if any Army-wide

__imptovement of expected life evaluation is desired.

SFigure 4. Life expectancy--final model. The CERL approach minimizes personal bias by

additional 16 buildings. This list is shown in Table forcing evaluators to examine the principal compo-
lb. In 22 of the 24 buildings. the LEF estimates of nents of all facilities. Structurm is relatively easy to

the remaining lives of the buildings were longer than evaluate since it is visible; howev.r other components
the BIS estimates. The BIS estimate was 2 yr longer are important ani should also be evaluated. The
for one building and 8 yr longer for another. In 15 of CERL model forces the evaluator to look at the

"the 24 bu ,lings. the LEF estimates were more than entire facility-not just his area of interest.
10 yr longer than the BIS estimates. Table 17 sum-
marizes these results. The CERL model also meets two important

requirements stated in the original plan of study.
a. The model should be easy to comprehend and

4 SUMMARY use.
b. It sl AId be reasonably accurate.

Results Criterion b cannot be vigorously tested in a short
period of time. However. it is safe to assume that this

a. The initial formulation of a single-weighted procedure is substantially better than any of the
average model to predict life expectancy was existing methods.
shown to be inapplicable to a wide range of
facility cat.-gory codes. Use of the model requires a more detailed level of

b. It was found that if most buildings were information on a "per-facility' basis than currently
divided into three groups, there was no statisti- exists. Werz it not for the IFS. the cost of obtaining

cal difference within each group between the this information would be prohibitive. Increment I
initial component cost distributions (normal). of IFS is scheduled to begin implementation in

c. A weighted averaged model to predict the LEF Fiscal Year 1975. The Assets Accounting Module of

was formulated for each group. Increment I will contain a file of the current condi

Sd. The revised model was field tested and met t ion of each component of each facility at an installa-
with acceptance when there was an available tion. An interim solution of how to translate IFS
data source. condition codes into component life expectancies has

21
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Tabie16

•e*b SmdbP at Feat Lmwd Weed (Fbd Med"lJ

i . Cae"n Am TW mxb,• RSCede 'eq f) Bulk Fo md Wdb Sinb

126 17120 840 1963 ReinrConc Muscery Compositm
672 21410 4.786 1964 Reinf Conw Mauo.wy Gev Sted
(,73 21410 4.?t16 1964 RehmfConc famloy Gau Stee
990 21410 4.786 1Q70 Reinf Conc Masorty Built-up"991 21410 4.786 19W0 Reinf Cone Masonry Seilt-up

A2347 43210 6.510 1941 ReinfConc Wood Bult-up
2349 43210 6.726 1941 Reinf Conc Wood Built.up
1977 44220 10.726 1941 Reief Cone Wood Compodto•
2310 44220 9.267 1941 ReinfCocc Wood ComposWimo
2311 44220 9.267 1941 ieý-f Conc Wood CoMpei tlo.
5432 44221 304 1968 Reinf'tx-c Masonry Built-up
2428 44222 2.432 1961 Relnf Conc Wood Gel, Soed
2390 44285 6.048 1964 ReinfCoac Stod Galv Sted

85 51010 3.812 1941 Reinf Conc Wood Composition
2399 61050 2.126 1965 Relaf CoDe Masom But.up
628 72111 40.640 1964 Reiaf Conc Brick Roled

1015 72111 40.640 1971 Renf Ceac Mamry quilt-lp
1028 72111 40.640 1971 Retaf Corn Mmama Built-up
1482 72111 4.720 1957 Rcinf Cc.-: Wood Compeltlo
4200 72410 28.60) 1965 Redaf Cncw Brick Built-up
4102 72410 22.003 1966 ReiafCoac Or" Built-up

639 74050 3.973 1964 Reinf Coe Masuouy Dutt.up
744 74050 4.800 1966 Reinf Co a dd ik Gel Ned
835 74050 4.800 1967 Relaf Cone Stick Gel Sted
280 74076 11.669 1941 Reinf Cow Wood Compo;tto

T~k 17

Campeabs of LEF Esdmmis ws MIS F~dafe~

DN.m Feet BSO Fe, t Lamtmd Wee
(TO b a LEF mao ,, L•nddviE

(Ye)
LEF.IBS laR"FGt~dE iJdE mbdl.,E

- 25to- 16 I 1 0 0
- ISto- 6 0 0 0 1
-Sio+ 6 6 0 3
+ bto+ 15 0 i 3 9
+ •+~5 1r, I0 3 8
+26to+ 55 0 0 2 3

Total 8 8 8 24
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'ST

been presented. After some A id.%pr:ad e.xperience 1'aclitie% Engineering (DFA|F) master planning
,itb IFS. the tranitional probabilities bot•.%cn con- %,,t.lon. (Incidentally. nliater planning ,iornmal.

dition ratings and the etlix.t ot component condition a%,%gn% HIS maintenance a ler. lo priorit. .)

on facility function Aill he ctablihed.*

Recommendations
Th,ý availability of IFS will provide the data ,ource

ne.essarv to automatically produce updated LU:F .,. Required interface, between the (CERL- LIEF
estimates each time facility component condition Model and IFS Assets Accounting should tu
ratings change. This automated feature %%ill remove deseloped after implementation ot IFS In-
a teJious :nanual burden from the Directorate ot crement 1.

b. An experimental design. such as outlined in
Appendix F. should be implemented to deter-

*Appendix F O. ea propt--d experimental plan to determine mine the IFS condition rating transition time
them ra-. frame's.

2

I|

14

23i



APPENDIX A:
IKSPECTION OF FACIUTIES

I. Fourx,,.;,n 
C. Corrugated Sheet Steel

A. Concrete I. Rust
I. Cracks 

1). Siding and Shingles2. Spalling 
1, L4)se3. Decay 2. Broken

4. Settling 3. Bracked

4. Warped
B. TimberI. Cracks 

IV. M'xchanical
2. Decay
3. Insect attack A. Radiators4. Deterioration of hardware I. Broken parts5. Excessive deflection 

2. Leaking valves and connections
6. Settling

!1tructure B. PipesI . Corro~ion

A. FloorJoists 2. Scale
I. Cracks 

C. Stoker---Coal Burner2. Deterioration 
I. Wear

3. Excessive deflection
4. Insect and fungus infestation V. Plumbing

B. Roof Rfters and Purlines A. Bath FixturesI. Cracks 
I. Improper functioning2. Deterioration 
2. Sluggish drains
3. BrokenC. Wood Trusses

1. Cracks 
B. Pipes2. Slippage 

I. Leaks3. Deterioration 
2. Broken or loose supports

D. Steel Trusses V'. Elcctrical
I. Corrosion
2. Abrasion 

A. Wire Insulation3. Loose connections 
I. Frayed4. Fatigue (small fracture% perpendicular toline of stress) 

B. Protective Devices

Iff. Exterior Walls I. Damaged

A. Concrete C. Conductor or Conductor-EnclosureI. Cracks 
Supports

I. Craks 1.Damaged
2. Spalling
3. Decay 

0. Fitting%4. Settling 
I. Loo.ie or scpar;,ted

B. Masonry F,. ConnectionsI. Structural cracks or2. Efflote-cence (change t, powder) 2. Broken

Prsciin Pag Misk 25



APPENDIX B:
FACILITIES CONDITION
RATING INDICATORS structure show the detlects mentioned under rating

C2 plus decayed and rotted members that are
The following building component condition beyond repair. have settled excessively, and are

ratings have been defined for IFS:" questionable in their ability to support loads (as
evidenced by excessive deflections). Combustible
materials are continuously exposed to sources of

STRUCTURE ignition, portions of the structure are in an out-of-
plumb condition, and there is termite infestation.

The structure component includes, but is not broken siding, and dangerously sagging ceilings and
limited to. founaations, exterior and interior walls. iloors. Requirements include major restoration of
chimneys, porches. columns, beams. exterior and unsatisfactory subcomponents and replacement of
interior doors. jambs. trusses. platforms, exterior those that are beyond restoration, or replacement of
and interior stairs. partitions, floor joists, subfloo's. the complete structure.
floor %labs. hung ceilings, windows. antcnnas. flag-
ptiles. interior building utility ducts. etc. 2 HEATING

CI~lating Heating within buildings applies to all heating
plants under 0.75 million Btu/hr capacity with heat

The structure is sound. All subcomponents are in sources such as boilers or furnaces. These heating
good structural or operating condition. Require- plants include heat exchangers, combustion cham-
ments include inspection. cleaning, removal of safety bets. fuel ntorage. fu,-1firing and handling equip-
and fire hazards, the application of preventive ment. controls and .neters. pumps. fans. piping.
entomology, and any adjustments to doors, insulation, flues, and stacks. Heating within build-
windows, locks, and hinges. ings also applies to heat distribution except duct

work ana emission equipment and includes direct-
C2 Rating fired space heaters and unit heaters, piping. insula-

tion. radiators. convectors, heating coils. fan coil
The structure is sound but a number of sub- units. grilles, dampers, and all other related

components are damaged. show pronounced signs of equipment.
wear. and perform improperly. A structure in this
condition will have a number of load-bearing Cl Rating
members. closures, and fixtures that are broken,

damaged. fitted improperly, cracked, split. ;., The system components are in excellent to good
se.curely fastened, rusted or have missing parts. condition and require only routine mainten'nce and
Siding is loose. warped. and cracked. Window glasb repair.
is broken or held by loose putty. Requirements in-
clude the replacemtnt of some of the defective sub- C2 Rating
components and the adjustment and reworking of
the remainder. Major restoration is required on some system

components that cannot be maintained economically
C3 Rating by routine maintenance, such as radiator valves and

%team traps. Usually. heating service is iradequate.
There are indications that the structu," mal be.

unsound. Furthermore. wear and deteiior.on have C3 Rating
progressed t. the point that activities conducted
within the structure are seriously hampered. Several Breakdown is imminent for some of the system
load-bearing members. closures, and fixtures of the components. such as the furnace heat exchanger or

condensate return lines. They are beyond economi-
cal restoration and usually require complete replace-

"Assetis Acccoutin. Real Pupef. M~iatwneoce Activiies. ment. Curtailment of service will residt if replace-
Ftulhufi.s £.vgimrian M rcni ,,•Mirowatkm, Syvt,,. GOV ment is not accomplished. Extensive deterioration.
R.12(n. Vol 17 (DA. 1972). major wear. or severe leakage probably exists.
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3 ELECRICALt'~ i is: ~c.. circiuit treaker h.ik ,

41~1pluc-d to v ou itn titCanuot b adjus~ted oi. I cpl'tuiI-,~

I Il. l.1k iIOm clcitricl %%II s~tIiletgim .11 tlw point0 ol, vn.t I w(tItIicllIiC11is. or .iiv ilispekt hhroin 'u

fl r ' .11 Iii i oni c dS~ited lvice. sti11lstat lll anid sub-)
stImloll uunvpuua cIts if '. ttlin tile building. cables.

iiCS icec'avs. ductt. dkishr.but ion transtornicrs. 4 PLUMB3ING
v'iavitot i cglolt rs. grou1nd i ng eq itipmncn. %%all

lithlic. comtraotur%. receptacle%. lighting fixtutres. Plumnbing %% It bin building% Include% % alaes. .p.

* li~~~u~l~ini.(illier. lamnps. and all the parts anid hot and cold atater piping. drains. %amcate. %chIls.
nI t5iIstcccssara to distributcelclericit% Ito the I.tticcis. las atoric%. avater closets. uirinals. ol livi

J htijiiat ionl equipment. pl~umbiing lixturcs. %%aler hecater. hot a' atetcl i~~

tors. pipvnt!. and fillip pumpsl1.
* C1 Rating

sas emeotj)nens re n s~e~ett o god C1 Rating
I Ilie %tn opnn aei wlntIIgd

4.ni~lBill)n .*11d require orol. routine maintenance and .%c cnmpoicntst are in ecxellentit)t good t. adi

repar. ion, requiring nothing more than rout ine rectirrin,
maintenance and repair.

C2 Rating
C2 RatingF Maoim restoration i% required on somne systemi

toniponents that cannot be m~aintained economicall% Majmr restoration is requtired onl some sa stein
I,% routine maintenano.- suich as "tall switchms component%, suich as asorn *out tliuccts or shlost L

recctclwel. and lighting fixtures. The condition is sales and head%, that cannot he maintained tto

sothI that inconsenient or inefficient srmice is being nonu1iealh% b% routine maintenance. Usuiall%. seri-stu.
prol idIecl. is inadequ.zte.

*C3 Rating C3 Rating

Major system cornponents. suich as translivrers. Breakdoms is imminent oin somne of the 5551cm
sa' itcgear.w..siring. and insulation. are in imminent componenits. suich as stater lines or sanitars% tasit

daltncur oit futiure suich tL~at the remulting curtailtnett F~ill%. *Fhcs are besond economical restoration andlu

oft sers ice "aou':i scriousl% affect the mission of*il- the ist~iall require cotmplete replacement. Cutrtailnvin
Lot~ iii:%. -1 hie %\ %tci.i or comlponents arc be\ ond eco- ol %cr% ice %%ill remult it' replacement is not wccomp-

twnrit .1 restoration andt( require major replacemnents. lislicul Estensis e~ detcrioration. tmajor x~as r. or
ilhe ma jor componentsai to operate properly as sea crc lceikag. Csists.
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APPENDIX C:
LIVES OF BUILDING COMPONENTS

Year of
Component Sub-Component Material Type Estimated L'fe Estimate

Structure Foundation General 75 yr 1973
Wood piles Indefinite 1951
Concrete Indefinite 1951
Steel piles Indefinite 1963

Structural frame Wood 30 yr 1973
Almost indefinite 0951
75 yr 1951
66yr 1951
50yr 1951
40yr 1951

Wood floor joists 40yr 1951
30yr 1951
25yr 1951

Concrete Indefinite 1951
Steel 75 yr 1973

Indefinite 1971
(40-50)+yr 1970
30+yr 1951

Exterior walls Wood (untreated) 1-10yr 1951
Wood (Creosote) 20yr 1973

15-20yr 1951
Brick 75 yr 1973

75 yr 1951
66yr 1951

Concrete 75 yr 1973
40G+yr 1967
Indefinite 1951

Terra cotta 120+ yr 1929
100+yr 1929
604+yr !929
50+ yr 1929

Rock 75 yr 1973
Metal 75 yr 1973
Shingles 16 yr 1951

Mechanical Heating Boilers 30yr 1973
20yr 1948

Stokers and burners 20 yr 1948
Furnaces 15yr 1973
Concealed radiation 25yr ! n.d
Direct radiation 25 yt 1948
Pipes, general 20 yr 1973
Pipes, copper Life of Bldg. 1948
Pipes. iron 20 y" 1948

Airconditioning Units 10 yr 1948
Refrigeration units 7yr 1973
Centrifugal
refrigeration 20 yr 1948
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Year 0,'
Component Sub-Component Material Type Etimated Life Estimate

Reciprocating
refrigeration 20 yr 1948
Evaporative coolers
(small) 5-8 yr 1973
Evaporative coolers
(large) 12-20 yr 1973
Pipes. copper 20 yr 1948
Pipes. steel 20 yr 1948

Ventilation Ductwork Indefinite 1973
Indefinite 1948

Electrical Wiring General 20 yr 1948
Sheathed 20 yr 1968
THWN 50 yr 1973
R H 30 yr 1973

Conduit Rigid Indefinite 1972
Cables Plastic vinyl clad Indefinite 1968

Plumbing Pipes General 50 yr 1964
40+ yr 1957

Brass Indefinite 1950
Indefinite 1948

Copper Indefinite 1973
Indefinite 1948

Iron (cold water) 25 yr 1948
Iron (hot water) 20 yr 1948
Cast iron (sewer) Indefinite 1948
Galvanized iron 50yr 1973
Vitrified clay (sewe:) indefinite 1948
Plastics Almost indefinite 1970
Steel 14+yr 1957

Asbestos cement Indefinite 1955
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APPENDIX D:
STATISTICAL ANALYSES

K (fi - Fi)2
XbBs (E D-3)

where XBs = observed value of chi-square
1 CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST i = cell number

K = numberof cells
With a fairly large sample size, the Chi-Square fi = observed frequency of celli

Goodness-of-Fit Test is a valid method of testing Fi = theoretical frequency of cell i.
whether a distribution is normal. The procedure h. Determine the table value of chi-square 0I -a)
involves the steps listed belo-a:17 percent confidence and (K -3) degrees of free-

a. Calculate the mean and the standard deviation dom. 19
of the sample. i. If the observed value of chi-square is less than

b. Divide the range of the distribution into many the table value of chi-square, accept the
intervals of equal size. hypothesis of a normal distribution.

c. Record the number of data points that fall into Table D-I is an example of the use of the Clhi.
"each interval (observed frequency). Square Goodness-of-Fit Test for determining the

d. Form cells. Each interval that contains less normality of the distribution of mechanical costs.
than five data points should be combined with Since X2B is less than X!9,3). the normal distribu-
the next higher or lower interval until each cell tion is a good approximation. Reject hypothesis at
contains at least five data points, a =. 10.

e. Calculat' the number of standard deviations
the low end of each cell is from the mean by use
of Eq D-1. KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV2 GOODNESSOF-FIT TEST

x -•

N x -11 (Eq D.I)s The Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Test is not valid
for small samples. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Good-

where N = number of standard deviitions the ness-of-Fit Test, described below, is used to test for
low end of the cell is from the wean the type of distribution when only small samples are

x = low end of the cell availabie.2
1 = mean of the sample a. Calculate the mean and the standard deviation
s = standard deviation of the sample. of the sample.

f. Determine the theoretical frequency of each b. Order thc observations by magnitude.
cell by use of Eq D-2. c. Calculate the sample distribution function:

Fi = (Zu -ZL)n (Eq D-2)
Fn (X) = n(i) (Eq D-4)

nwhere Fi = theoretical frequency of the cell i
Zu = value of Z distribution at upper where X = value of the obseration

end of cell (determined from Fn(X) = sample distribution function at
Standard Normal Distribution X
Table") n = sample size

ZL = value of Z distribution at lower i = number of observation less
end of cell than or equal to X.

n = sample size. d. The theoretical cumulative distribution is
g. Calculate the observed value of chi-squarc by determined from Eq D-5:

use of Eq D-3.
Fo(X) = ZN (Eq D-5)

"Wilfred J. Dixon and Frank J. Massey. Jr.. Introduction to
Statistical Anal4yis (McGraw-Hill. 1969). pp 243244. "Dixon and Massey. Introduction to Statistical A nalyvsis. p 465.

"38B.W. Lindgren and G.W McElrath. Introduction to Prob- "L.indgrcn awd McFlraih. Itv' uduhcti,, :a Prriahility and
ability and Statistics (MacMillan. 1966). pp 254.255.
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-- S'fable D- I

Obfmed ThedcaI iobs..lTbh.i2alumale Fieq. M~dlpeI Low End Freq. Thee.

0.3 2) 3.o 17.9 1.95
:, 12

S.3-6 10
h-9 6 7.5 -1.2h 11.2 2.42
9-12 is 10.5 -- 0.692 Io.0 0. 1 .4

•'12-15 23 13.5 --4). 107 17.6 1.60
S15.18 11 1h.5 0.47h 13.4 0.430
i' I18.21
S21-24 4I 1I 22.5 1.06 11.3 0.00796

rAcr 24 I1

Totals 78 78.0 6.62196

12.55. 5.13. XI)II -. h,21t-l. X2 . ,

where Fo(X) --theoretical value of the cumula-
tive distributive function at X 3 TEST FOR EQUAL VARIANCES

N = value obtained from Eq D-I
Z = value of Z distribution at X. The F ratio is used to test for equality of variances

e. The following statistic is calculated: between two normal populations.22 The F ratio is
.• [ expressed by. Eq D.7:

Dn = max IF,•(X) - Fd(X)1. (Eq D-6) b

S2 S (Eq D-7)
f. If the value of D. is -ss than the tab!e value of (

D. the hypothesis of a normal distribution with
a mean of X and a standard deviation of s is %here F = F ratio
accepted.21  I = variance of sample 1

The following example illustrates use of the tech- S2 = variance of sample 2.
nique to test the distribution of plumbing costs in the The F ratio is compared with table values of F1 _a. 2
building category Others. (n 1-I. n2 -1) and Fa/2(ni-I. n 2-1) where a is

the probability of rejecting a true hypothesis. n, is
OTHERS (171. 310. 730. 740) the size of sample 1. and n2 is the size ofsample 2.23

The hypothesis of equal variances is accepted when
PLUMBING: the F ratio lies between the two table values of F.

This technique is illustrated for the component
H: normal distribution. A = 4.99. o = 2.38 Plumbing in :he example below. The test is for
n = 20 equality of the variances of the NCEL costs, sample
a = .05 I. and the ENR costs. sample 2. at a 95 percent level
Dn = . 1699 of significance.
D = .294.Since Dn < D. the normal distribution with a mean

of 4.99 and a standard deviation of 2.38 is a good
approximation of the data. 2 Dixon and F.J. Ma,,c,. Jr.. Intrmduction to Swtsarical

AmnIvi' IMKGram .Hill. I%9). pp 109-112.
2•IB.W. Lindgrcm and B.W. McElrath. Introduction to Proh. "t):srn and Mawc%. Iintpdtict,, to Statistval Analhsts.

*-bahilitr and Statstics (MacMillan. 1%Q6). pp 262. pp 472-485.
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PLUMBING: a = prolahilityofrejecting a true hypothesis%.

n, = h5 The hypothesi% of equal means is accepted if the
Snz = 77 calculated t stai,,tic lies between the table values-

lb.32 t0 ,�(dt) and t-a_,,(df).s
6.25 2.6115

Fws(64.76) =O063 The following examples illustrae use of this tech-
Fvs7 (64.76) = 1.62 nique to compare the means between the NCEL
Since F > F.9;(64.76). :he hypothesi% 1hat the vari- costs. sample I. ard the ENR costs, sample 2. The
ances are equal is rejected. first example compares electrical costs. The second

example compares plumbing costs.

4 TEST FOR EQUAL MEANS ELECTRICAL:

The t-test is used to test for equality of means R, = 8.9 X2 = 10.56
between two normal populations whose standard S2 = 10.30 S1 = 8.82
deviations are unknown and assumed to be un- n, =65 n, = 98
equal. 2' The value of the t statistic is expiessed by t = -3.330
Eq D.8: df= 131.64

t.02s(131) = -1.980
t X= -X 2 -Eq D-8) t'ts(131) = 1.980

qSince t Tt.02s(131). the hypothesis that the means
are equal is rejected. Accept hypothesis at a <.01.

where X1  mean of sample I PL'JMBING:
S2 variance of samplel XI6 X 2 =5.18
n,= size of sample 1.

The number of degrees offreedom is: S2 = 16.32 S1 = 6.25
n, =65 n2 -77

12 2• t' t= 1.423

df = 104.59
df-= 1f 221 (Eq D-9) t o2s(1 05 ) = -- .985

t.1'(10S) = !.985
ai I i Since t.0,s(105) <t <t.r (105). the hypothesis that
n, n. the means are equal is accepted. Reject hypothesis at

a--.20.
where df = number of degrees of freedom for the t

distribution

I• V .J. I )1x,1 ;uu it.u. 1 •"J ~I•;i't' . llgndt'Chllt I, tt .SlultuclalII ',,: u .s u:. d %.,%.c ,,nd,'sui lt•h i v, t Slu.•ht.,,u, Aut 'slAl tl .t ] b4.
,] 4 k• ( ( ra od . i ll. Iu J). p l iq
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APPENDIX E:

CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDINGS

BUILDING TYPES INCLUDED IN STORAGE:

121XX: All buildings which have an F4C beginning with 121.

F4C DESCRIPTION

121XX Aircraft Dispensing
122XX Marine Dispensing
12310 Gasoline Station with Building
12320 Diesel Fuel Station with Building
12390 Land Vehicle Dispensing-Other
12530 Pump Station Aboveground
12590 POL Pipeline--Other
14121 Missile Launching and Storage Shelters
14130 Signal Photographic Laboratory Film Library and Equipment Exchange
14132 i.eady Building
14133 Shipping and Receiving Building
14140 Care and Preservation Shop
14150 Box and Crate Shop
14160 Blocking and Banding Facility
14170 Transfer Depot Explosives Building
14180 Scale Houm
14220 Helium Storage Facility
21870 Storehouse Spare Parts
421XX Ammunition Storage---Depot and Arsenal
422XX Ammunition Storage-Installation and Ready Issue
423XX Ammunition Storage-Liquid Propellant
44110 General Purpose Warehouse
44150 Inflammable Material Storehouse
44160 Radioactive Storage Warehouse
44180 Open Warehouse Facility
44181 Vehicle Storage Facility
44190 Storage-Covered-Depot and Arsenal--Other
44210 Aircraft Parts Storage Building
44211 Aircraft Accountable Parts Supply Building
44212 Aircraft Parts and TOE Consolidated Storage Building
44220 General Purpose Warehouse
"44221 Target Storage
44222 Storage Shed

•"44223 Arms Building

S44240 Flammable Material Storehouse
44245 Aircraft Flammable Storage Building
S44260 Transit Shed
44261 Lumber and Pipe Shed. Facilities Engineer
S44262 Vehicle Storage
44270 General Storehouse
44271 General Storage. Family HousingAr StBuldigeHosn
S44275 Facilities Engineer Storehouse
44276 Storage Materials Handling Equipment
44280 Open Warehouse
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F4C DESCRIPTION

44285 Salvage and Surplu% Property Facilities
44286 Division Breakdown Building
44290 Starage-Covered-lnstallation and Organizational-Other
71410 Detached Garages. Family Housing
71420 Detached Storage Buildings. Family Housing
72335 Battalion Storage Building
72350 Detached Garages
73011 Fire Hose House
73070 Bicycle Shed
74029 Greenhouse
74031 Golf Course Maintenance Building
74055 Exchange Warehouse
74081 Self-Service Supply Center
76XXX Museums and Memorials

BUILDING TYPES INCLUDED IN MEDICAL AND HOUSING:

F4C DESCRIPTION

5XXXX Hospital and Medical Facilities
711XX Family Housing-Dwellings
71441 Detached Servants Quarters. Family Housing
721XX Bachelor Housing-Enlisted Men's Barracks
724XX Bachelor Housing-Officers Quarters
73015 Confinement Facility (Stockade)
74032 Guest House

BUILDING TYPES INCLUDED IN OTHERS:

F4C DESCRIPTION

131XX Communicztions Buildings
133XX Navigation and Traffic Aids Buildings
14110 Airfield Operations Building
141!1 Airfield Fire and Rescue Station
14112 Aviation Unit Operations Building
14115 Representative Weather Observation Station
14120 Missile Warheading Building
14131 Operations Building General Purpose
14181 Safety Shelter
14182 Regimental Headquarters Building
14183 Battalion Headquarters Building
14184 Group Headquarters Building
14185 Company Headquarters Building
14186 Regimental Brigade Headquarters Building
14190 Operational-Buildings-Other
14210 Helium Processing Plant
171XX Training Buildings
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F4C DESCRIPTION

21 IXX Ma-intenance Aircraft
212XX Maintenance Guided Missile
21330 Ship Repair Shop
21390 Maintenance Ships. Spares-Other
21410 Motor Repair Shops
21412 Oil Hous:
21414 Dispatch Office
21420 Tank Repair Shops
21422 Oil House Tank
2142., Dispatch Office Tank
21430 Ordnance Field Maintenance Shop
21490 Maintenance Tank. Automotive--Other
215XX Maintenance Weapons. Spares
216XX Maintenance Ammunition. Explosives. Toxics
217XX Maintenance-Electronics and Communication Equipment
21810 Parachute Packing and Drying Facility
21815 Non-TOE Support Maintenance Shop
21820 Engineer Field Maintenance Shop
21830 Drum Reconditioning Plant
21840 Railroad Equipment Maintenance Shop
21850 Battery Shop
21860 Railroad Engine Shop
21880 Chemical Field Maintenance Shop
21881 Airborne Equipment Repair ,hop
21882 Quartermaster Repair Shop
21883 Metal and Wood% orking Shop
21884 Air Delivery Equipment Field Maintenance Shop
21885 Maintenance Shop General Purpose
21890 Maintenance-Facilities for Miscellaneous Procured Items and Equipment-Other
219XX Maintenance-Installation. Repair, and Operation
22XXX Production

I 31XXX Research and Development. and Test Buildings
424XX Weapon-Related Battery Storage Refrigerated Storehouses
43XXX Cold Storage
44130 Controlled Humidity Warehouse
44230 Controlled Humidity Warehouse
61XXX Administrative Buildings
71320 Trailer Park Service Buildings
71430 Detached Laundry Building, Family Housing
71490 Family Housing-Detached Facilities--Other
722XX Bachelor Housing-Mess Facilities
72320 Detached Lavatory Building
72321 Detached Latrine Building
72323 Detached Shower Building
72330 Administration and Supply Building
72360 Detach,.d Day Rooms
72390 Bachelor Housing-Detached Facilities-Other
73010 Fire Station
73016 Police Station

I 73020 Garrison Bread Bakery
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2 ( )IS('RI IrlION

ý425 (.i:ral Pa,%try Kitchen
"1301) Fitcd Laundrv

"It(•l Fixed Drycleaning Plant
"k ,I' Delpendent Nursery School

".(146, l)Dpendnt Kindergarten School
-.A A LDependent Grade School
"-N)48 Dependent High School
"30.15) Air Raid Shelter
73)52 Fallout Shelter
7.1)55 Waiting Shelter
7.064) De,'ntamination Facility
7.3075 Public [oilet
73.()(0 Community Facilities-Personnel-Other
74010 Auditorium General Purpose
74011 Bank
74012 Bowling Center
740)13 Bath House
74014 Bus Station
*'4015 Civilian Club Facility
-401 t Post Chapel
.4017 Religious Educational Facilities
"4018 Unit Chapel
-4019 Chapel Center Facilities
"4020 Clothing Sales Store
-1,)21 Commissary

74()22 Skill Development Center
74023 Credit Union
74024 Automotive Self-Help Garage
74025 General Educational Development Facility
74026 Entertainment Workshop
"4028 Physical Fitness Center
740.3(0 Golf Club House
-4033 Community Center
"740.4 Gymnasium
74040 Library Branch
74041 Library Main
74043 Child Care Center
74047 Open Mess NCO (Formerly NCO Club)
74048 Open Mess Officers (Formerly Officers Club)
74050 Exchange Branch
74051 Exchange Cafeteria
74052 Exchange Automotive Service Station
74053 Exchange Main Retail Store
"74054 Exchange Maintenance Shop
7405% Exchange Service Outicts
74057 Exchange Special Support Facilities
74058 Post Office Branch
74059 Post Office Main
74060 Lunch Room
74061 Billiards Facility



F4C DESCRIPTION

74062 Snack Bar

74063 Cafeteria
74064 Post (Installation) Restaurant
74065 Special Service Office
74066 Youth Center
74067 Rod-Gun Club
74068 Enlisted Men Service Club
"74069 Recreation Building
74070 Skating Rink
74071 Red Cross Building
74072 Indoor Swimming Pcol
74073 Indoor Firing Range. Recreational
74074 Boy Scout Building

7407S Girl Scout Building
74076 Theater with Stage
74077 Theater without Stage
74078 Thrift Shop
74080 Boathouse
74083 Telephone Center
74090 Community Facilities-Morale. Welfare. and Recreational--Interior--Other
811 XX Electric Power-Source
821XX Heat-Source

I 82310 Gas Generating Plant
82390 Heat. Gas-Source-Other
826XX Refrigeration (Air Conditioning)-Source
83110 Sewage Treatment Plant
83130 Industrial Waste Treatment
83190 Sewage and Industrial Waste-Treatment and Disposal-Other
83230 Sewage Pumping Station
83290 Sewage and Industrial Waste--Collection--Other
833XX Refuse and Garbage
84110 Water Treatment Plant
""84131 Water Well with Pumping Station
84141 Pumping Station
84150 Chlorinator Building
84190 Water-Supply. Treatment, and Storage-Potable--Other
84220 Water Pumping Station Potable
84520 Water Pumping Station Nonpotable
87230 Sentry Station
87240 Kenntl
87290 Grodnd Fencing. Gates, and Guard Towers--Other
89010 Acetylene Plant
319020 Compressed Air Plant
89030 Oxygen Plant
89045 Combined Air Conditioning and Heating Plant
89050 Ice Plant
89090 Miscellaneous--Other
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APPENDIX F:
FA,ýILITIES SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS
MODEL* oicnitial chance-lailure Oiodel or the .•carout failure

model. In p;articular. a deterioration phenomenon
seem.ed to le common to most facility comp(nent
"Aeiarout in %huich there ias seldom a point where a
cniplete lailure (t fa gilen componein or facility

INTRODUCTION could he identified: but rather the characteristi,.'s of
the component Ahich describe its performance

Central to the concept of the life-cycle model and changed graduallh over tim,:. making a failure diffi-
th,: reporting of facility data under the IFS is the cult to define. The deterioratien phenomenon. or
problem of quantifying the condition of the facilities parameter drift, is more difficult to deal with when
found in the typical Army installation. Both IFS and applied to :omplex systems: the model is not easily
life-cycle studies attempt to provide relevant deci- applied to situations where data gathering is auto-
sion-making information for facility engineer fund- mated and large amount% of data are encountered. A
ing in the former, and for construction replacement discrete state Markov model has beci formulated to
policy formulation in the latter. A major problem help supply data in support of this model. It uses
with both etforts has been the quantification of the existing data formats and is compatible with the
facility condition in terms that are common to all general scheme of IFS reporting.
facilities and are easily convertible to dollar costs or
some other unit of measure u hich is needed for 2 NOMENCLATURE
policy formulation.

In general. the IFS scheme has divided the facility pijlk) One-step transition probability, the condi-
into ',arious components. and it has then attempted tional probability that component k will go
to describe each component as falling into one of from state i to j.
several condition categories. These condition P(k) One-step transition matrix for component
ratings, though literally equal. did not permit direct k.
comparison of components of different size. design. nj(k) Steady-state probability that component k
orenvironmental conditions. Condition was reported will be in state j in the long run.
in terms of dollars required to return thc component 1nj(k)I SteadN-state probability vector for compo-
to its best condition. nent k.

,dj(k) Average recurrence time for component k to
The facilities were broken into "functional return to state j.

groups" or "control groups" in an effu.rt to reduce Xhij(k) Occurrence of a transition of component k
the detail pro'ided by the exist~ng Army F4C. The from state i to state j. fbr the hth facility
functional and component groupings have been obser ed.
changed frequently to better fit the reporting re- jo(k)1i Matrix of observations ot transitions at data
quirements of the system. point i for component k.

"T'i Transition data matrix at data point i.
LCC studies have gathered a large amount of data P(k) Theoreticai transition matrix.

on facility performance and maintenance histery and /li Least squares es.imate of parameter of poly-
have applied traditional statistical comparisons to nomial equation.
the data to arrive at predictive equations which Vi ith variable describing a component.
reduce the variables describing the facility to some dij(k) Extent that the kth componert in the ith
common denominator, such as dollar cost. state degrades the jih mission of a faeility.

expressed as a decimai fract;,Dn.
In the course of the work leading to this model, it D(k) Mission efli-cts matrix for component k.

became apparent that facilities could not easily fit Dj(k) Column vect.,r ofmission effects for mission
into traditional nodels of failure such as the expo- j. comp,-nent k.

F(k) I netf;ictivenesis vector for component k.
rtk) Ihjeffectiveness of component k on facility

I Ihti,.q~ ndi% %%a%. lortl,,-dl k, P % K.,ulh~h. R I I\,,r mission j. express,:d as a decimal fraction.

(h'mp.f 5 IK1 . l'wi i ,,,rl . ,1 il hntdi(,,.. e1(k) Ftt'cctivcness of component k on facility
,,in'. ,,,, ., ,',,,,r.,, I 1),k( A' '" \.I=•q mission j. expressed as a decimal fraction.
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0 Matrix portion for absorbing Markov chain d. finite initial probabilities for each state.
which does not contain absorption prob-
abilities. The model generally takes the form of an n-step

I Identity matrix, transition matrix which gives the probabilities of
N (I - 0-1. or fundamental matrix of absorb- arriving in a state after n-steps or transitions. given

ing chain, an initia! state at time t = 0-
R Absorption state vector portion of absorb-

ing state transition matrix. 51
Column vector of all I's. Si

' NR Vector of mean absorption probabilities st 5 ... sm
from any state.

M Mean number of steps for absorption from n
any state. ss pAt Pu ... Pxn [Eq F-21

Pij(k) Theoretical transition probabilities caicu- Si
lated from a polynomial model.

bi Least squares estimate of parameter of poly-
nomial equation. S Pmu Pma-..Pm

3 1 -Step Transition Matrix3 MARKOV MODELS
In order to find the transition probabilities after

The Markov chain is a model of a stochastic the first n-steps. it is necessary to take the I-step
process-a set of random events which are measur- transition matrix to the nth power. By the Chapman-
able in some terms--which will be found in one of a Kolmogorov equazlons:2M

set of mutually exclusive states. st. t - 1. 2 ..... M.
T71w Markovian property, which gives the name to (n) M (v, (n -v)
the model. requires that the sate of the system &t the Pij- I Ptk Pkj fo alli.j.n, 0 v n
(n + l)th observation be independent of all pre-vious k-1 [Eq F-31
states except the nth state, that state immediately
preceding the next state, or: where Pij - probability that the system will go from

state I to state J, Sie that the system
Pr{St+islsimsi.Szws2.....Ststd was in state i.

In matrix notation:
Pr{St+i -slSt -st} [Eq F-11 p(n), pn, - p

This property must hold for any and all sequences
which led to St. In practice, this property is often If the matrix is multiplied through a sufficient
difficult to prove and is usually assumed. number of steps, the transition probabilities will

reach a steady-state condition in the limit:
The model is dynamic in the sense that it describes

the operation of a system over time; however, it re- lim pij.(n) [Eq F-51
quires that the transition probabilities (that the n-- m -
system will go from state i to state j. given that the
system was in state i) be stationary over time. Each where 1j - steady-st.-te probability that the system
system must have a finite initial probability, will be in state j In the long run, regard-

less of the initial state of the sy.tem.
In summary, a system may be described with a

Markov chain model if it has: The s~ystein states of the Markov model may be
a. a finite number of discrete states, which are further characterized by their recurrence time and

exhaustive 3nd mutually exclusive
b. the Markovian property of independence "F.S. Hiler u GJ. LkUerman. Introductio to Operions
c. stationary state transition probabilities Restc Section 13.3 (Holde-.Dsy. Inc.. I%7).
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first-passage time. The first-passage time is a can be moved to where pit I (by simply renumber-
random variable, having the density function .fffl ing the states). that state. si. is an absorbing state:

giving the probability that the system will go from that is. it is not possible to leave the state. Finally, if

state i to state j in exactly n-trantion steps. Recur- a transition matrix has at least one absorbing state.

rence time is a special case where the probability that and if it is possible to reach an absorbing state from

the system will return to a given state once it has every other non-absorbing state. then the Markov

entered that state should be determined. Where chain is an absorbing Markov chain.

00 It has been pointed out that a state k is called an

Y - 1.0 (Eq F-61 absorbing state if Pkk = 1 so that once the chain

n . visits k. it remains there forever. If k is an absorbing
state. the first vassage probability from i to k is

then si is said to be a recurrent state since once the called the probability of absorption into k having

system has entered si it will always return to that started in i,
The transition matrix can be partitioned by:

CD

I tin) < 1.0 (Eq F-71 r -. absorbing state

s -. non-absorbing stztes

then si is said to be a transient state in that there is a
positive probability that the system will not return to so that the matrix becomes one of the following

that state. Where form:

Pii 1.0 (Eq F-81 r s

si is said to be an absorbing state, a special case of r 1 0
the recurrent state in which once the system enters si,
it will remain in that state forever.

The average recurrence time. in step units. may be
easily calculated from the steady-state probabilities

as: Let bij Le probability the chain is absorbed in j given

that it started in i.

bij  Pij + I Pik bkj

where ; = average number of steps required for the k

system to return to state j once the Ibij
system has been in state j.

B =R +OB [Eq F-tO]

4ABSORBING STATE MODEL B -QB R

As stated previously, a special case of a recurrent (I -Q)B = R
state is an absorbing state. If. in a transition matrix.
any Pij -0. the transition does not occur. Con- B U(- Q)-' R - NR where N I (l-Q)'-
versely. if any Pij - 1. every element in state Si moves
to state Sj in the next period. Also. if any Piu - I. It is desirable to find the mean absorption time (or
i.e.. if any transition probability on ti-e main number of steps it takes to reach the absorbing
diagonal (from northwest to southeast) of the matrix state). It is usually more convenient to obtain the
is equal to I, or the row of transition probabilities mean absorption times jMj. j .T] where T represents
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the set of non-recurrent states in the chain of linear overall reduced system effectiveness. The relatively
equations: complex nature of the facility system does not lend

itself to the discrete failure model in which there are
M= I + 1 Pjk Mk, i t T. [Eq F-IlI only two possible states, "failed" and "not failed."

K KT
Chance failure and wearout failure are treated pri-

But this system of linear equations can be solved marily as discrete, attribute events; the process is
using a matrix formulation. Let Q be the matrix: one of counting rather than measuring. Failure

rates, the parc.meter of the chance failure models,

Q Q=Pjk:j. K ET} [Eq F-121 are defined as failures per unit dime or percent
failures per unit time. Wearout failure parameters

of transition probabilities of states j into states in T. are the mean wearout time and variance of the wear-
Let M be a column vector whose components are out time.
Mj. j -•T. The system of equations:

M =+Deterioration, or degradation, is a different
".= I + Pjk Mk [Eq F13] phenomenon in that the performance parameter of a

K t T component is measured over time, with the change
ce in the parameter representing deterioration cf the
Scan then be written in matrix form component. Presumably, measurement of the

+ parameter contributes to the component's ability to
::IM + .+Operform. If the parameter value falls outside some

design limit, a deterioration failure occurs. In a"where I is the column vector each of whose compo- deterioration failure model, the rate at which the
nents are 1, and I is the identity matrix. The above parameter changes over time is a meaure of €ompo-
can be rewritten as: nent reliability.

(I - Q)M = iA stochastic deterioration model would define the

performance character-Isics of the system as random
N be the inverse m.trix of (I - variables, where the parameters of the distributionz

of the performance characteristics are functions of
N %=(-Q)" [EqF14] time; for example, let q equal the component

performance measure and let q have a norn.al distri-
It man be verified that I -Q possesses an inverse. lzdtion at any given time with mean p and variance

In fact oq. Let these parameters be a function of time:

(IIQ)- =1 +Q +Q2 ÷... +Qn + ... [Eq F-151

q f()=t% [_q F-161

To prove this, prove that the matrix defined as an
infinite series converges, and prove that it has the
property that when multiplied by (I -Q) the product d (t) =s(t). [Er F-17]
is I. The vector M of mean absorption times in terms

of N can be written as:

Let q. equal the design limit o- the component. The
hazard functicn for the component would take iheform:

5 APPLICATION OF THE MARKOV MODEL

The typical facility as a system exhibits a continu- [
ous process of deterioration over time, a complex -[q-fit)] 2

process in which a large number of interrelated g(q) = -- -e 2 ,rs-(t) [Eq F-181
performance characteristics change to produce
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By integration. the failure time distribution function cal or tice structure can be helpful.
would be: c. Components should be primarily divided as

buildiag componen~ts and non-building compo-

- Iq -f15)I 2  nents. The number of componcrts which can

1 2 be applied to both categories will probably be
Fl• 0 e dqd3. small.

FI-St1 2d. Components should be mutually exclusive.

The d;efinition of the component states is similar
[Eq F-191 to the condition rating scheme used in the early

"versions (If IFS.27 This scheme defined four states
The deterioration model is more descriptive of the into which the condition of all components would

deterioration in a facility system. but it does not fall. Benchmarks for the evaluation of components
simplify definition of the failed condition of the related their conditinn classifications with the effec-
component. The deterioration model still permits tiveness of the facility as a whole and did not differ-
only two distinct states and makes it difficult to entiate component conditions from the relative effect
adequately include the intermediate steps in the of any particular component on a particular facili.y
deterioration process, which are also of interest in mission.

!arrving at policy decisions.

r t eThe definition of component states suggested for
The Markov model falls somewhere between the the Markov model is performed independently of

chance failure model and the continuous deteriora- consideration of the effect that a component condi-
tion model by providing for any number of discrete tion may have on a facility as a whole. It represents a
states into which the system may fall during deterio- significant improvement on the present condition

& ration. The Markov model. unlike either of the rating scheme-with the greatest improvement being
others, looks at the change in state of the system and that each component condition is given in terms of
is in this sense a more dynamic model. This that component only. Guidelines for definition of the
approach is particularly suited to the facility situa- component states are suggested as follows:
tion in providing relevant managemaent information a. Component states should be clearly defined in
in a useful form. terms of measurable quantities, such as ca-

pacity. or in clearly defined attribute terms.
Use of the discretc state model for the deteriora- b. Each state should be defined in terms of the

tion phenomenon requires that the component particular component without regard to other
performance continuum be divided into a number of components or facility functions.
mutually exclusive, but all-inclusive states. For prac- c. States should be defined in sufficient detail to
fical purposes. it is desirable that these states be avoid ambiguity: unnecessary detail should be
minimum in number, while adequately representing avoided to minimize complexity of the resulting
the range of deterioration. and in sufficient detail to state model.
avoid ambiguity in definition. It is assumed that this
approximation to the continuous nature of the It may be reasonably assumed that the state tran-
deterioration model will not seriously affect results sition probabilities at any given time will depend on
obtainL- with the model, a set of variables which determine how the system

will behave. Added dynamic dimension is achieved
No attempt is made here to define all components in the model by formulating the transition probabili-

and cort,.:ponding states. General guidelines for ties as functions of this set of variables, as
component definitions are suggested as follows:

a. Component breakdown should be on a func- Pij =f({V[. 11PI) [Eq F-201
tional basis, rather than according to shop
responsibilities, size. capacity. etc. The general where {V} = set of variables

function for the defined component should be
the same for ofl facilities. 2'R.J. Col. Faciatie Engineer Management und Ewahrticos

b. All componen's should be defined with the Srs'rm: A Daua Base Maintenance Strategr. Prcliminar% RclHrl

same level of detail: in this respect. a hierarchi- A-5 ICERL. 1972).
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= set of' parameters of a polynomial 7EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
model.

" polynomial model allow% the inclusion of all
relchval antd significant factors which. logically. %%ill
lihae ai impact on deterioration of a facility. Experience %%ith facility data has suggested that

the variables %%hich can determine the change iii
It %hould be noted that variables are detined for state of components can be divided into three br •df

the Iacility as a whole, and the set of values of' the categories % ith cturresponding important %ariables in
variables will be roughly the same fior all comno, each category a% follows:
neins: in practice. the values of variables cart differ
f'r components within the same facility, from facility Design Variables
to facility, or from installation to installation. In all
cas•es the set of' variables will be the same for all These are variables %%ho.e vahlie, are determinied
installations, all facilities, and all components. at the time the component is designed and con-
Therefore. it is through definitions of components. structed. They remain unchanged throughout the
component states. and significant variables that the lift of the component. such as:
model achieves its generality; through the applica- a. Type of' construction-permanent or tempor-
tion of the particular values of the variables and ary. masonry or wood. etc.
mission analysis (covered later) the model is applied b. Size or capacit)-sq ft. Btu/hr. persons. etc.
to specific circumstances. c. Year constructed-age offthe component.

Estimates of the parameters of the polynomial Environmental Variables
model are obtained by the method of' least squares
from the observation of samples of facilities over a 'These describe the actual conditions tinder which
*"'ranition step." normally a change from 1 year to 2hv- component is operated. such as:
the next. a. Component loading-actual load being placed

on the compoiient as compared with deigned
capacity.

APPLICATION OF ABSORBING STATE b. Climatic conditions--heating degree-days. an-6 MODEL TO FACILITIES nual rainfall. etc.

The absorbing state model has a differeat develop. Policy Variables
ment. Although the basic states are the same as
those listed above, there is one more state that must These describe policies of the organization re-
he added. This state, the absorbing state, represents sponsible for the operation or maintenance of the
the point in time where the component of the facility component. such as:
has degraded to such a degree thai it is disposed. a. Dollars spent on preventive maintenance of' the

component
It should be noted that a particular component's h. Dollars spent on corrective maintenance of the

disposal may or may not mean that the facility itself component
is disposed. For example. a gas heating system can
be replaced by an electrical heating system with no "Thi% list of variables. though reasonably complete
eff2ect to the facility. However. if a roof is disposed, without tl,e benefit of'extensive data inalvsis. should
the building itself will also be disposed. unless the not be considered exhaustive. As many variables as
roof is only being replaced; in this case. the compo- possible should be inclided in the data gathering
nent returns to the best condition. proces so that sources ofvariation can be accour-'d

F'or. The larger the list. the more data points A ill tic c
Probabilities for the absorbing chain are corn- required to arrive at independent estimates of' the

puted in the same way as probabilities for the regular least %qu~are% paranmeters: for this reason the .ari.
chain, with the exception that for the kth absorbing able% iicluded in the anal.sis should be chosen \%ith
,,tate. Pkk = I and Pk. for all j is 0. care.
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Data for zhe analysis should be collected accord- secutively. The observed data would be recorded as a
ing to a two-level factorial design scheine; in the case matrix as:
of the seven variables listed, a 27-3 fractional
tactorial design could be used. and by confounding st s2 ... Sm
the main effects of three of the variables with third-
order and fourth-order interactions, it is possible to n n n
gain independent estimates of main effects and all s, • Xh, (k) Xh• 2 (kW... Y Xhlm (k)

second-order interactions. An assumption required h I h h = I

for the model is that all third- and higher-order n n n
irnteractions will be statistically insignificant, a lotk)hl s2  I Xh21 W , Xh22 (k ... Xh2m (k)
reasonable assumption under the circtmstances. h = I h I i h I

The design matrix is shown in Table F- 1. High and
low levels of the variables should be chosen so t eat
they lie at or near the extreme values to be reason- n n n

ably encountered in practice. L l(k) • Xhm2 (k)... Xhmm (k
h1l h=I h=I

The fractional factorial design will permit inde-
penident estimates of the least squares parameters of
first- and second-order terms; use of the factorial where n is the size of the total sample taken at data
also permits the inclusion of attribute-valued vari- point i
ables which have two levels in the model?'

The response to be observed is whether the compo- Xhij = po goes from state ioto statej

nent changed state from one condition evaluation to
the next. Obviously, this requires that the same set It should be noted that. in effect, there will be
of facilities and components be observed under the three samples takcn at each data point. The transi-
same or nearly the same conditions for 2 years con- tion matrix which results from the observation
_ _ _matrix is a series of conditional probabilities, and

"O.L. Davies. Design and Ana.isit of Industrial &rperiments. thus. each row of the transition matrix must add
Chapter 10 (Hafner Publishing Co.. 1956). to 1.0.

Tddk F.!

Dum•p Matb-2 '- Frud=i FamfW ualp P

Toam 2 3 4 12 13 14 23 24 34 123 14 234 134 1234

1 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

2 - + + + - - + + + - - + - -

3 + + + + + - - + - - - + -

4 - + 4- + . . .. . + + + - - +

5 -4 + + + + - + - - + - -

6 + + + -+ - + + - + +
7 • + + +- - - + + + - + - +

8 - - -+ + + + - - + + +-
1 + + + + + . + - - + + + +

to - + + - + + - - - + + +

I1I + + + - - + - - + + - +

12 + + - + - + - + - + + -

13 + + + - - - - - - + +

14 + -. + + - + + + + - -

15 .. + + + + + - +

16 - - - - + + + + + ,- - - - - -
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From the observation matrix, taken at each data estimate the pararncter% of a second-order least
point of the factorial design. a transition matrix is squares model as follows:
calculated:

Pij(k) = bo + b, V, + b 2 V2 + .. +b n Vn + bs2 Vi V2
n
I Xhij (k) + ... + bin Vi Vn + ... bn.i.n Vni VnI. Pj~k)h = Ih=l n IEq F-221 + Residual JEq F-251

Pj I I Xhij (k)
j=1 I h ij 1 )Estimates of parameters are obtained by the method

of least squares in matrix notation:

The resulting transition matrix is referred to as the
transition data matrix, and there will be a transition h(k) = (V'V)-. Yij(k) JEq F-261
data matrix for each data point: in the case of the
27-3 design. there will be 16 such data matrices: where b(k) = vector of parameter estimates

V = design matrix
[Pij(k)Ji =Ti [Eq F-231 Yijtk) = vector of the Pij(k) estimates from all

data points where Yh(k) = pij(k) at
where Ti = transition data matrix at data point i. data point h.

Because the data being collected will be of an Analysis of the data by least squares will result in a
attribute nature. a large sample %ill be required in set of polynomial models. one for each possible state
order to maintain the desired precision of the esti- transition:
mated transition probabilities. The estimate pih(k)
will have a variance N2 = number of state transitions, and

least-squares polynomial models r-
Pij(k- p( -p) [Eq F..241 quired. where N = the number of

n states.

where n = the total number of components which This provides an additional reason for keeping the
were initially in state i. The variance of the estimate number of states at the minimum necessary.
p will be a maximum when pij(k) =0.50: therefore.
in order to have a precision of ± I percent With the parameter estimates, it is possible to

calculate a transition matrix from a set of values for
n >, 00-W- n >, 25. the independent variables. Because of the lack of fit

0.10 and residual error inherent in the least-squares
process, it may be necessary to adjust the derived

This is not to suggest that a sample of at least 25 transition probabilities so that
components in state 1. 25 in state 2. etc.. be taken:
the total sample of components taken at a data point m
should be as random as possible in order to have I Pij(k) = 1.0 jEq F-271
some idea of the distribution of the initial state"s. The j = I
samples should be sufficiently large so that there are
about 25 components in each of th, 'tial states: To do this. a "dummy" term is introduced so that:
barring this. the resulting precision of the estimate
should be kept in mind. m

I Pij(k) -C = 1.0 [Eq F-28]
j=l

8 LEAST SQUARES MODEL iqI pij(k) 1 .0 + C [Eq F-291

The data derived from the observations is used to j =
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better relate the component to the mission of the
1" pij(k) facility and reduce the complexity of the estimating

j= I I +C 1.0. procse.
l +C 1- +C

When all missions of the facility have been listed.
Sq F-301 a fraction is assigned to each state of the component

for each facility mission that may be encountered.
Thus. dividing each element in a row of the derived The fraction indicates the degree to which the facility
transition matrix by the sum of the probabilities in mission is degraded when the component is in a
that row will result in a corrected row of transition particular state, the resulting mission effects matrix
probabilities whose sum %%ill be equal to 1.0. DWk) will appear:

-e mission j =

9 MISSION ANALYSIS
2 ... a

Each component of a facility can be expected to
affect the mission of the facility. The states of the s% I d1  (kW d1  (k) ... da MkT
component can be expected to have different
impacts on the various facility missions. As an inde- s d1 (k) d2 l (k) ... da (k)
pendent part of the analysis. and as a part of the %i
generaliz-d aspect of the model. it :` necessary to
quantitatively assess impacts that the component
states uill have on the various missions. This multi- Sm •d-mr(k) dmz (k) ... dma (k)

k - pie mission concept will mainly apply to the compo-
nents which relate to buildings rather than to non- JEq F-311
building facilities. Non-building facilities will more
likely have a single mission or function. The estimates dij(k) are required to be in the range:

The process for estimating these effects is. for the 0 < dij(k) i1.0.
most pan. subjective: the accuracy and reliability of
the effectiveness measure will largely be a function of
the skill and experience of the person or persons 10 TOTAL COMPONENT EFFECTIVENESS
making the estimates. The procedure and resulting
mission effects matrix is easily understood and fends The effctiveness of a component can be
itself to easy correction and arrival at a consensus computed from two determining inputs: the set of
u here there may be differences of opinion. In many desi'tn. environmental. and policy variables which
casts, degradation of the facility mission sill be describe the component. and the mission of the
closely correlated with effectiveness of the facility as facility or facilitie, which contain the component by
a whole (e.g.. the electrical poster distribution %a%. of the mission effects matrix.
component in a missile launch facility), while in
other cases there may not be a clear-cut relationship The variable values arc applied to the polynomial
(c.g.. with the roof component of a warehouse equations to arrive at a theoretical one-step transi-
facility). It is hoped that a maximum of' objective tion matrix. After any necessary adjustments. the
and reliable mission effectiveness estimates% sill matrix O(k) is taken to a power. usually 5 or 6. suffi-
result by making the mission analysis independent of cient to arrive at steady-state probabilities InWk)I.
the condition of the component. These repreent the long-run probabilities that the

component. under conditions as set by values of the
At the onset, all facility missions should be listed input variable%. % ill be in a given state.

to include all types of facilities which may co.atain
the component in quetion. Next. these facility Multipl.iing the stcad.-state probability vector by
missions should be grouped according to any the mission effects matrix results in an inefTective-
commonality of the specific function that the compo. ness vector, showing the long-run degradation of the
nent is to perform (see numerical example). This wsill component on the missions of facilities containing
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VARIABLES D()

SET OF A ~ 5,.
POLYNOMIA PWP rRJ)P
EQIAT )NS

Figure FI. Component effectiveness model.

the component. as: The important variables* which determine file

pertormance of the system are:

V= system age. yr
The componeni ineffectiveness is expressed as a V2 = percent capacity utilized (Btu demand/Btu
decimal fraction. Multiplying the steady-state prob- rated) x 100
ability vector by a single column vector from D(k) V3 = preventive maintenance policy (average S
%%ill result in the element from the ineffectiveness spent per unit per yr).

-,• vector for a particular mission in question:

pia sn t These variables are related to the Markov transi-

InW . DjWk==j(k) for the jth mission. tion probabilities by the following first-order
IEq F-33] equation:

SThe effectiveness of the component (Figure F-I) as Pij =fo #- P, V, + Pi V + /P3 V1. IEq F-351

facility with mission j. is: Estimates of the parameters of the equations are to
be made by the method of least squares. In order toeik) = 1.0 - fj(k) Eq F-34] obtain independent estimates of the parameters. a 21

0 4 9~(k) e*1.0. factorial design will be used which will result in a
total of eight test points:

11 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE Te F-2
Design Maid:x

It is desirable to evaluate the effectiveness of a
particular type of central air conditioning system Te

installed in a number of different facilities. Point Vt V2 V3

I ++I 1 1I
Three states are defined for the component: 2 -- +I + I

3 +1 "+" l

State I: Excellent operating condition: operating 4 -I -I 4-1
at 95 to 100 percent reliability with no -+ + -1

downtime for corrective maintenance. , _+ I,
Requires only routine periodic cleaning 7 +- -I
and lubrication. 8 --

State 2: Operating at 80 to 95 percent reliability:
system is down for corrective mainte- *Interaction term,. though not included. Aould automaticall. b,
nance on minor components. with failed amailablc for ctmation of" parameters.
parts showing wearout node.

State 3: S.stem marginally operational. at less
than 80 percent reliability. Major re-
placement of parts required due to wear- 01Y'c ot thcc threce ariahh.% ik for illustration onl.: the model i,
oot. Total failure imminent, kept small for clarity.
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Table F-2 1c'ni'd 
Table F-3Variable Units Levels Example Data

Lou (--I) High(+l) Data Point I Data Point 2VI 
.3.4)m age v" 2 I 71M .5) .2,) .629 .334 .057V2 percent capacity utiliyed %6 [ 95I) 20 22 II 2 35P

V1 maintenance policy S/unit/yr so ISO .311)W) .240 j.327 ..M2 .091
19 19 2 50 129 21 5 S5.4AM .400 .200 .467 .400 .13At each data point, for the combination of levels 12 12 6_ 30 7 6 2 Ifor the variables, a sample of components having DataPoint3 DataPoint4these conditions is randomly identified and the X) .400 .200 .757 .186 .057present state of each component is recorded. After a 10 10 5 25 5 13 4 70passage of 1-yr. these components are again evalu- .3R3 .383 .234 .56S .360 Wated. From these evaluations, the change in state is 23 23, 14 O0 14 9 224

.467 .400 .133 .6w .,determined in the form of the observation matrix: 67 0 12J 3 2 . 5
V = lyr Dta PoitS Dta Polut 6V 1  l rr 67 S533 .20 01 W60 .333 M067V2 = 95 percent capacity Data Point 1 4 8S 33 1 Is,10 2.3 0V3 l-150perv it peryr 

1.267 .444 .289 .47 .450 .133
j12 20 23 45 J25 27 Sj 60S, S2 S3 25 .350 .425 [400 .300

9 14 17 40 4 3 I06 10 4DAaPoint7 DataPointS1400 40 02001 .725 .200 .07S16 6 3 I5 29 8 3 40S,=s2  22 II 2 [EqF-36 267 .450 .283 420 .440 .140j126 27 '7160 22 22 7 510 10 5 .320 20 .3o .5W .300 .200. L 8 9j 25 3 2j 10
Complete example data appear in "able F-3.

Next. use the elements of the transition data By least squares, parameters of nine polynomia:matrix, from Eq. F-22: equations are then estimated:
p 6 6 Model: P11 = bo + b1 X, + b2X 2 + bbX 3 + residual

In matrix notation, Eq. F-26:
l0

P = 0-0.5b- 
(V'V)-1 V' YV6 

0
P,,: =0.200

'0.629

0.300 0.500 0.206 0 .400
T = 0.380 0.380 0.240 0.757

[0.400 0.400 0.200J 1Eq F-37) Y11 0.267

0.600.
Similar data are gathered and calculations are 0.400

made to give a set of eight transition data matrices. 0.725J
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.77

"+1 +1 +-1' pit=0.5101--0.168 •V 1-0-1061 V2+ .012 Vs-1 +1 +1 1 Eq F-401
+1 -t!Pi =0.358 +0.!0 V1 .+.062 V 2 + Eq F-411

V -1 -1 +1

p+1 +1 -I P 3 =0.132 +0.068 V, IEq F-421

S~~-1 +1 -- I p2 1=0.03 -0.078 V2  +0.060 V3

+1 -1 -1
-1 -I1 

!Eq F-431

0 -- +-1+1- .306Pzz 0.4 11 --0.035 V3

8 0 .629
400Eq F-44

(VV)-,V Y," 080 1 +!-1 -1 +1 .r-1- .757
Si267 p23 =0.186 +0.075 V1  -0.025 V3

* .600
oo.400 +Eq F-451

00- 1 .7+1+25 - -
8.7

Pit = 0.422 -0.069 V: -0.49 V2 + 0.061 V3
[Eq F.381

"[Eq F-461
bn = [-0.168 -0.059 + 0.01181
SP32 = 0.359 +0.041 V 3  [Eq F-471•u =0.510

p3 =0.219 -0.102 V3  [Eq F-481
By analysis of variance (ANOVA. Table F-4). the

significant equation parameters are determined. Missions for facilities which may contain this com-
TaikF.4 ponent. a building type component. can be listed

with the corresponding specific component function.
SNeVA:tbalabti as shown in Table F-5.

Sown Sum f Squno D.F. Me= Squm F Tale F-S

Total ' 336 8 - rb" -
Mean bo 0  .19 I
Regression: bi 0.2.,5 1 0.225 225.0 MISon

h2  0.027 i 0.027 27.0 No. Feadik Mlslee Cempe t Fume.i
b3  0.001 1 0.001 1.0

Regression total 0.253 3 0,U84 84.3 I Troop housing Comfort. habitability
Residual (by 2 Family housing Comfort. habitability
subtraction) 0.004 4 0.001 3 Community building Comfort. habitability

4 Operational-electronics Equipment cooling
5= 10.1 Operational-other Personnel efficiency

F. 5(1,3) =06 Training Personnel efficiency
7 Admlnistraion Personnel efficiency

Fo. "(3,4) = b.59 8 Production Personnel efficiency
9 Medical Enhanced medical efficiency

(b, is not significant.) The equation now becomes
The mission analysis proceeds with an assessment

Ali=0.510 -0.168 V1 -0.059 V24Eq F-391 (Table F-6) of the effect that the previously defined• component states have on the above mission%.

The least-squares analysis for all of the transition
probabilities resulted in the following set of cqua- This mission analysis necessarily refers to condi-
tions: 49lions at a Patclrisalto:i hscase. the
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T*e F-6 However. the eflectiveness "hen used FOr coolinig

A-ems iof compowut tSlau radar equipment is:

Fally Mbiion No. e4 = I -. 22(0 =C0.780.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .C 12 UFORICABSRBN STATP ESNUMERICALBSORBING EXAMPLE
S S 2 0.20 0.25 0.10 0.50 0.25 0.30 0.25 0.05 0.45"

Ls 0.20 0.25 0.20 .0.0 0.25 0.40 0.30 0.10 0.45 The tolloi ing is an example wherein a component

0.30.. 0.35 0.20 .00 0.35 0.40 0.30 0.10 0. may be in any of* four states. Only the names of the
states are given. descriptiont can be determined at

climate is one where hot weather is frequently time of application. Assume that the pij's have been
encountered. In a different climate, the mission calculated by the method described before and the
effects for a component (in this case. air condition- following is obtained:
ing) would be different. In this way. the conditions
tinder which the mission occurs enter the model. Good Average Poor Disposal

For the air conditioning system installed in family Good )0.4 0.4 0.2 0.(6
housing (mission No. 2) and in a radar transmitter
building (mission No. 4). the important variables are Average 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1
as follows:

Poor 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.4
V, = 1.7 yr old -1.07
V2 = 30 percent capacity -1.89 Disposal 0.0 0.0 0,0 ! o(
V3 = $75 per unit peryr - .50

• The matrix is partitioned into:

The theoretical transition matrix, derived from

. the equations, results in: r = ! absorbing state

"0.799 0.134 0.05l s= 3 non-absorbing states.

f=j0.456 0.429 0.118[ The following form is used:

LO.558 0.339 0.2703JEq F491 r [I 0
P = [Eq F-501

Taking this to the fourth power results in the s R Q
steady-state probabilities:

The matrix then becomes:
[-I - 10.762 0.239 0.1001.

Disposal Good Average Poor
Applying these to the mission effects matrix:

Disposal 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.(r
F = in]. D = 10.078 0.095 0.044 0.220

Good 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.2
0.095 0.112 0.090 0.022

Average 0. 1 0.2 0.5 0.2
0.1731.

Poor 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.4
The missiop effectiveness due to the component in ro. 0.4 0.21

family housing (mission No. 2) is:
0 0.2 0.5 0.2

e 1 I -0.095 =0.905. 00 0.2 0.4
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